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ABSTRACT 

THE EFFECT OF DIRECT INTERACTION STRATEGY IN TEACHING 

READING COMPREHENSION AT EIGHT GRADE OF MTS PONPES 

DARUL QURAN MEDAN IN 2020/2021 ACADEMIC YEAR 

 

Skripsi, Medan: Department Of English, Faculty Of Tarbiyah Science and 

Teachers Training, State Islamic University Of North Sumatera, Medan 2020 

Keyword: Teaching Reading Comprehension, Narrative Text, Direct Interaction 

Strategy. 

This research aimed to find out The Effect of Direct Interaction Strategy in 

Teaching Reading Comprehension in Narrative Text at the Eight Grade of MTS 

Ponpes Darul Quran Medan in 2020/2021 Academic Year. The population of the 

research was the eight grade student that amount 53 students consist of two 

classes. The research methodology was an experimental research, which 

conducted the experimental class (VII1 -1 ) and control class (VII1-2) as sample. 

The result of the research shown that The Effect of Direct Interaction Strategy In 

Teaching Reading Comprehension at Eight Grade of MTS Ponpes Darul Quran 

Medan in 2020/2021 Academic Year can be describe as below: the average of the 

score 76,55 with the highest score is 92 and the lowest score is 62 (by using 

Direct Interaction Strategy) and the average of the score is 59,45 with the highest 

score is 86 and the lowest score is 54 (by using Conventional Method)The test 

consist of two types, namely pre-test and post-test, the data were analized by using 

t-test formula. After analyzing the data, the result of the research show that the 

value of t-count wash higher than the value of t-table 11,277> 2,000 at the level 

significant of a =0.05 and at the degree of freedom (df)= 51. It was indicated there 

is the significant effect of direct interaction strategy in teaching reading 

comprehension, and the alternative hypothesis (Ha) was accepted and hypothesis 

(Ho) was rejected. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION  

1.1 Background of the Study  

Theiglobal world requires theisimilarity ofilanguages, and so far what has 

been recognized as a world language is English. The mastery of English is 

important to be able to access information that is always changing rapidly. So, 

that people can survive it is necessary to apply an effective English learning 

approach. Englishiilearning includes fouriaspects ofiskills, namely: listening, 

speakingireading, andiwriting. All fouriaspects of this skillineed to be mastered by 

students, so, studentican have Englishicompetence bothioral andiwritten. One of  

language  skills that is needed in accessing knowledge through print media is 

reading. Reading canibe thought of asia way to drawiinformation from aitext and 

to from aniinterpretation of thatiinformation. Reading does not onlyiread the 

words but alsoiiunderstand theiiinformation. The main purpose of reading is 

comprehension. Comprehensioniiis a processiof understanding meaningiof the 

text. 

According to Eddie C Kennedy, readingiiis the ability of aniiindividual to 

recognize aivisual form, associateithe form with aisound or meaningiacquaired in 

theipast, and on theibasis of pastiexperience, understand andiinterpret itsimeaning 

1
.  Sukirah Sutaryo states that readingiis the instantancous recognition ofivarious 

writteninsymbols, simultaneousiiassociation of theseiisymbols withinexisting 

knowledge , andiicomprehension of theiinformation and ideasicommunicated. 

                                                           
1
 Eddie C Kennedy. ( 1981 ). Methods in Teaching Development Reading 2

nd
 Edition. ( 

USA: F.E. Peacock Publisher ). P. 5. 
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When a readeriinteracts withiprint, his prior knowledgeicombined with theiprint 

and theivisual ( written ) informationiresults inihis comprehending the messages 
2
. 

 In learningiiEnglish as a secondiilanguage, reading isiian activeicognitive 

process ofiinteracting with printito build upimeaning.. Linse definesireading as : a 

setiof skills that involvesimaking sense andideriving meaningifrom printediword 
3
. 

Stone saysithat reading is aifundamental goal thatichildren must master iniorder to 

be successfuliin school andilife 
4
. 

Currently theiteaching and learningiprocess of reading in theiclassroom is 

usually theiteacher only confronts books or some text to students, and after that 

the teacheriusually asks studentsito only readithe text andianswer theiquestion. As 

for the teaching and learning process like this usually makes it more difficult for 

students toiunderstand theicontent of theitext they read andistudents are more 

likely to be passive in the class. Therefore as a teacher in the class they mustibe 

able toiiuse strategies that are in accordance with theilearning material, so that 

students are moreiiactive, and easier to understandiithe material presented by 

teacher inithe class. 

Based on my observation, why students not interest inilearning Englishiand 

the difficulties of studentsiin understanding a reading text at that school there are 

some factors, like limited vocabulary, difficult concentraiting in reading English 

text, not understanding good grammar, and lack of interest in reading.. While 

teachingiiandlearning processiihappened, most studentsiiwere not interestediin 

                                                           
2
 Sukirah Kustaryo. ( 1988 ).( Reading Techniques for Colllege  Students. ( Jakarta: 

P2LPTK ). P. 2.  
3
 Linse, Caroline T. ( 2005 ) Practical ELT: Young Learners. ( Singapore:  McGraw Hill 

). p. 69 
4
 Stone, Randi. ( 2009 ). Best Practices for Teaching Reading : What Award Winning 

Classroom Teachers Do. ( California: Corwin Press ). p. 39 
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learning English, and some students not attention with their teacher in front of the 

class like they read Holy Quran, sleeping in the class, and talking with their 

friend, because the teacher only used traditional method, the teacherijust askedithe 

students for reading textiand answering theiquestion then they read byireading the 

textifrom beginningito the end only. But, whenithey found someidifficult word, 

theyistopped to read andibegan to lookiforward meaning inidictionary. Theyidid 

wordiper worditranslation . It was difficultifor them toicomprehend the textior to 

find outithe information of theitext. This factishowed that manyistudents failedito 

comprehendireading text. Theistudents also had low motivation, some students 

didn‟t so interested in learning and teaching process happened, they only sat and 

didn‟tipay much attentioniof theiexplanation. The teacher should give motivation 

to studentsiin order to makeithem active and interestediwhile the learning process. 

Oneiiof strategy that caniibe used iniiteaching reading comprehension 

especiallyiiin narrative text isiiDirect Interaction Strategy. Direct interaction is 

absed on twoiibasic principles: 1)allistudents can learniiwhen taughticorrectly, 

regardle of pastihistory andibackground. 2) all teachersican be successful ifigiven 

effective teachingimaterials and presentationitechniques. There haveibeen many 

studies onidirect interactionishowing that the twoiprinciples are achievableiin any 

classroomiwhen implementedicorrectly.  

 Using strategy when the learning process in the classroom will help students 

understand the material presented by the teacher more easily, especially during the 

learning process reading class, and can solve problems that often occur in the 

class when learning to read, such as lack of interest in reading, lack of vocabulary, 

not paying attention to the teacher, sleepy, etc. So, the teacher can use one of the 
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staregies  that are appropriate for the reading class such as direct interaction 

strategy. As for the purpose is to provideilong tern supportifor the developmentiof 

students‟ reading comprehensioniin theiclassroom. 

Based on theibackground of study above, theiresearcher wants to conductia 

research entitled “THEiEFFECT OF DIRECT INTERACTION STRATEGY ON 

STUDENTS‟ READING COMPREHENSIONiiAT SEVENTH GRADE OFiMTS 

PONPES DARUL QURAN MEDAN”.  

1.2 Identification of the Study   

1. The studentsiihave the lessiiinteresting iniiEnglish, the difficulties to  

comprehending the reading text, and lacks of vocabulary . 

2. Theistudents have low ability in readingicomprehension. 

1.3   Limitation of the Study 

 The researchiiis focused to the investigation on the, the effect of direct 

interaction strategy initeaching reading comprehensioniin narrativeitext.    

1.4 Formulation of the Study 

1. How isithe students‟ readingicomprehension in readingitext afteribeing 

taught byiusing conventionalimethod?  

2. How isithe students‟ readingicomprehension in readingitext afteribeing 

taughtiby using direct interaction strategy?  

3. Isithere the significantiieffect of direct interaction strategy iniiteaching 

readingicomprehension at eight gradeiof MTS Ponpes Darul Quran 

Medan ? 
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1.5 Objective of the Study 

  
1. Toiknow the students‟ readingicomprehension in readingitext after being 

taughtiby using conventionalimethod.  

2.  Toiknow the students‟ readingicomprehension in reading textiafter being 

taughtiby using direct interaction strategy.  

3. To findinout the significant effectiiof direct interaction strategyiiin 

teaching readingiicomprehension at eight gradeiof MTS Ponpes Darul 

Quran Medan. 

1.6 Significant of the Study 

1. Theistudents, to improve theiriskill and stimulate themito improve their 

abilityiin readingicomprehension. 

2. Englishinteacher, to increase theirinability in teachinginreading 

comprehensioniby direct interaction strategy. 

3. The otheriresearcher . to updateitheir information oriknowledge andito  

master theiability in readingicomprehension. 
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CHAPTER II 

THEORETICAL REVIEW 

2.1 Theoritical  Framework 

To conductia research, thereiare some theories areineeded to explainisome 

concepts and termsiiapplied in the researchiiconcerned. This research alsoiiuses 

some concerns anditerms that need toithe theoreticaliexplained. The theoretical 

elaboration onithe concept and termsiwill be presented inithe followingipart:  

2.1.1 Definition of Reading  

 Reading isithe meaningful interpretation of printed or written verbal symbols 
5
 . 

Accordingito Willliam Grabe readingiis the skill toidraw sense fromithe mold page 

and explain this information properly 
6
. Hereiare several of matter youimay have 

written: readingiiis a shape ofiicommunication, employing written languageiior 

symbols (text), readingiiis two-way communicationiibetween an writeriiand a 

reader, readingiiis exegesis andiiunderstanding, reading isiia process (processes), 

andireading isithinking 
7
.  

Allah saidiin HolyiQur‟an (Al-Alaq: 1-5) 

ى خَلقََ ) ِ ِّمَ الَّذ نسَْنَ مِنْ علَقََ )1اِكْرَأْ بِِسِْْ رَب
ِ
ُّمَ 2( خَلقََ الْْ ( اِكْرَأْ وَرَب

ى علََََ بِِللَلََِ )3الَأنْرَمُ) ِ )4( الَّذ نسَْنَ مَالمَْ يعَْلََْ (5( علََََ الِْإ  

                                                           
5
 Albert J. Harris and Edward R. Sipay . ( 1980 ).How to Increase Reading Ability. ( 

Neew York and London: Longman ). p.8 

 
6
 William Grabe and Fredricke I, Stoller. ( 2002 ). Teaching and Researching Reading. ( 

England.:Longman ). P. 9 
7
 Deborah Daiek, and Nancy Anter, Ibid  . 
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 Theimeaning: “Read! Inithe name ofiyour King Whoihas maked (allithat 

exist), Has maked manifrom a clot (aipiece of thickicoagulated blood), Read! And 

youriburden is theiMost Kindly, Who hasiitaught (theiwriting) by pen, Heihas 

taughtiman that whichihe knew not
8
. 

Basedion the explanationiabove, we can see thatithe first wordiof the verse is 

Iqra‟ which meansireading. The word reading has a very big meaning for us as 

God‟s creation, as we know readingiis oneiof the four importantiaspects of the 

English language, andiAllah also commands us as His creatures to read, because 

we can get knowledge from reading, by readingiwe can get  informationiand get 

new knowledge, andireading is also not just reading without understanding what 

we read, where theipurpose of reading isito understandiwhat is written in the text. 

Based onithe explanation above, itican be concludedithat reading ability is an 

important aspect of learning, especially in learningiiEnglish. By reading well we 

can achieve the learning objectives themselves. Reading is process of 

communication betweenithe writer andithe reader, where the writer can convey 

messages to theireader throughithe content of the text that is read by the reader, 

where a writer has a message that is cointaned in what he wrote through ideas, 

feelings, and experiences. 

  According to Nunan, Readingiis one of theimost important skillsithat we 

have to learniiin order to masteringiEnglish. Readingia fluent process of readers 

                                                           
8
 Abdullah Yusuf Ali, ( 2007 ).  The Holy Qur’an, (India: Lahooti Fine Art press ) 

. 
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combiningiinformation from a textiand their own backgroundiknowledge toibuild 

meaning 
9
. 

So, I caniiconclude the reading from Nunan: readingiiis one of theifour 

languageiiskills ( listening, speaking, reading, andiiwriting ) is significant toiibe 

learned andimastered by every human . Readingiis a manner to obtainiinformation 

fromisomething that was written. Readingiinvolves the introductioniof symbols 

that makeiup ailanguage. Read andihear isithe second mosticommon manner to 

obtainiiinformation, and information collect fromiireading. Reading isiinot an 

simple learningiactivities. Manyifactors affect studentisuccess in canireading. 

2.1.2 Types of Reading  

The kind ofiperformance is get more theimultiple of kind thanifrom the kind of 

over typesiperformance. According toiBrown, kinds ofireading are 
10

. 

1. Perceptive  

Perceptiveireading task involveiattending to theicomponents of larger 

stretches ofidiscourse: latters, words, punctuationiand other graphemes 

symbolsibottom-up processingiis implicit. 

2. Selective 

In orderito ascertain one‟sireading recognition ofilexical, grammatical 

or discourseiifeatures of languageiiwithin a very shortiistreecth of 

language, certainiitypical task areiiused: picture cuediitask, matching, 

true/ false, multipleiichoice, etc. Stimuliiiinclude sentences, brief 

                                                           
  

9
 David Nunan, ( 2003 ). Practical English Language Teaching (New York: McGraw 

Hill,) , p. 68 . 
10

 Brown, Douglas. ( 2004 ). (Language Assessment Principle and Classroom Practice. ( 

United State of Americaa: Longman. ). p. 189 
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paragraphs, andisimple charts andigraphs. Brief responsesiare intended 

asiwell. A combinationiof bottom-up and top-downiprocessing may be 

used.  

3. Interactive 

Includeiamong interactiveiireading types are stretchesiiof language of 

severaliparagraphs to one pageior more in whichithe reader must, inia 

psycholinguisticsiisense, interact withiithe text. Reading isiiprocess 

negotiatingimeaning, the readeribrings to the text aiset of schemataifor 

understandingiit, and initake is theiproduct of thatiinteraction. Typical 

genres thatilend themselves toiinteractive reading areianecdotes, short 

narrative andiidescriptions, except from longeriitexts, questionnares, 

memosiannouncements, directions, recipesiand the like. Theifocus of 

aniiinteractive task is toiiidentify relevantifeatures ( lexical, symbolic, 

grammatical andiidiscourse ) withinitexts of moderatelt shortilength 

with theiobjective of reatainingithe information thatiprocessed. Top 

down processingiiis typical of suchitask, althoughisome instances of 

buttom-upiperformance may beinecessary. 

4. Extensive 

Extensiveiireading, applies to textsiiof more than aiipage, up toiiand 

includingiiprofessional articles, eyes, essays, technicalireports, shorts 

stories, andibooks. 
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2.1.3  Process of Reading  

The readingiprocess commence withidecoding words, thatiiis, analyze the 

letters thatimake up individualiwords. But readingiis more than onlyiprocessing 

letters andisounds. The obvious meaningiof a text liesiin the connection theiwords 

haveiwith eachiother. Readingiwell need us to acknowledge theseiconnection and 

to putitogether the meaningiof theitext.  

When youiithing about everythingiithat goes on simultaneouslyinin the 

invidual ideaias oneireads, the processinot only definesisimple explanationibut too 

takes onialmost magicaliqualities. exile the stride makes theiprocess appartently 

mechanical orireducible to aiformula. But nothingiabout reading isimechanical or 

formu 
11

. 

In anyiidifficult reading, the problemiiis to translate it intoiiyour own 

language. Youihave to (a) utilize aidictionary as required, (b) receive help fromian 

doctrine or fromisome textbook whenia dictionary fails toihelp, and particularly 

(c) announcement whatiiray the entire of aiidifficult declaration print oniithe 

meanings ofithe words utilized it. Inithe following discussioniwe will do allithree 

thing 
12

.  let‟silook at theitechniques of readingiyou must learned:  

1. In aidifficult piece ofireading, you perhaps  haveito make utilize ofiyour dicti  

onary, and sometimesievery portion ofiit.    

                                                           
11

 Deanne Spears, ( 2006 ). Developing Critical Reading Skills Seventh Edition (New 

York: McGraw-Hill ) , p. 2.   
12

 William J. Kerrigan, ( 1979 ).  Reading For The Point (USA: Harcourt Brace 

Javanovich, Inc ) , p. 16.   
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2. Youridictionary possible bestow some meanings foriword you haveito choice 

the oneiithat fits, byiexamining what theirest ofithe portion isisaying. From the 

time that  there may be more than one unknown word, easy to talk with  youito 

consolidate unknownsiwith unknown, theicircumstance offers somethingiof the 

same defiance asia jigsawipuzzle.  

3. In fact wheniiyou have picked theiiright one between severaliidictionary 

definitions, youihave to at theisame time figureiout how aiwriter is utilizing the 

wordihere andinow.  

4. Theionly method you able establish whatia writeriis indicate to by aiword heiis 

utilizing here andinow, isifrom seeing howiit correlate withiwhat has goneibefore 

and, in someicases, withiwhat comesiafter.  

 

2.1.4 The Purpose of Reading 

Grabe andiStoller ( 2001 )classifyithe purpose of readingibased onipersonal 

reasonasifollow 
13

 : 

1. Reading foriSurvival  

Reading foriisurvival is reading aiitext  that is veryiicrucial foriilife. For 

example, aiiwarning sign, aniiadmonition sign, etc. survivaliireading 

observes immediateineeds.  

2. Reading forilearning  

Theireaders need toitranslate the text, literallyior metaphorically, toilearn 

vocabulary, toiidentify usefulistructures or collacations, to useia text asia 

                                                           
13

 Grabe W and Stoller.  ( 2001 ). Reading for Academic Purposes: Guidelines for the ESL/ 

EFLTeacher. ( USA: Heinle and Heinle ). 
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modelifor writing andipractice pronounciation. Foriinstant, someoneireads 

a text, afterithat analyzes itiand makes the sameikind of theitext. 

3. Reading foriPleasure 

Reading foriipleasure is reading withiniipurpose to getiihappiness. The 

reader wantsito enjoy theisound, and rhyhmior rhyme of theitext. Theitext 

being readiis written originallyito offer enjoyment. Foriexample, reading 

narrative textior novel.  

 

2.1.5  Reading Comprehension  

Readinginfor common comprehensioninis, in itsinmost real taste, the 

capability to know informationiiin a text andiiinterpret it properly. However, 

comprehensionincapabilities are muchinmore complex thaninthis definition 

recommend. Readingicomprehension is aniactive, astute, strategic, andiprocess 

thatireaders utilize to take ininew meaning fromithe written textiand fit (orifile) it 

into theiriiexisting knowledgeiistructures (files) 
14

. It isiia process byiiwhich 

individual beingsiiilearn. It isiithe occupation of teachersiito aid studentsiibe 

conscious , or get, andiemploy this processiin their ownireading.  

Readingiicomprehension is aiiprocess in which theiireader ideaiimeaning 

utilizing asiithe develop materials theiinformation on theiprinted page andiithe 

knowledgeihave inside in theireader‟s mind. It incriminate deliberateithinking, 

while whichimeaning is developed throughiinfluence betweenitext andireader 
15

. 

Furthermore, Heilmaniand Blair stateithat reading comprehensioniis a processiof 

                                                           
14

 Book Club, Reading Comprehension: Definitions, Research, and Considerations 

p. 10. 
15

 Duke and Pearson, ( 2001 ). Reading Comprehension Strategy (That Work) , p. 

423.   
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manufacturing meaning ofiwritten ideasithrough sense interpretationiand influence 

with language 
16

. Iniconclusion, readingicomprehension an influence between  

idea andilanguage to obtain theisense or comprehend aitext. 

 

2.1.6 Strategy in Teaching Reading Comprehension 

Strategyiis theiimportant method for theiteacher increasing their capability 

in teachingitheir students, to manufacture theistudents moreiactive and simple to 

understandiiabout the subject. According toiiH. DouglasiBrown, strategiesiare 

specific way ofiapproaching a matter oritask, mods ofioperation for attaining a 

particularinend, planned designsinfor controlling andinmanipulating definite 

information. Theyiare contextualized combat plansithat might varyifrom moment 

toimoment, or day toiday, or year toiyear. Method varyiintra individually, eachiof 

us a numberiof possible strategy  toisolve aiparticular matter andiwe opt one or 

some in combination for aigiven matter 
17

. 

From the text above , we can conclude that strategy is a decision action 

using the skills of teachers and educational resources available to achieve the goal. 

So a teacher here sued as managers of learning which required his expertise in 

designing, selecting, and implementing various strategies that match their 

interests, talent and leveliof development ofistudents including the use ofivarious 

sources ofilearning media to ensure effective learning.  

The strategy is veryiimportant in the teachingiand learningiprocess. If inithe 

education process does not use the right strategy, the hope of achieving 

                                                           
16

 Heilman, B,  ( 1981 ). Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading, 5th ed. 

(Ohie: Bell & Howell Company ) , p. 242.   
17

 H. Douglas Brown. ( 2000 ). Principle of  language Learning and Teaching. ( New York: 

Pearson Education ). P. 113.    
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educational goals will be difficult to achieve. In the Qur‟an and some hadist also 

recommended using strategies in the learning process.  

Allah SWT said in Holy Quran ( Taha : 44 )   

ُ يتََذَنَرُ أَوْ يََْشََ  ) طه:  ( 44فلَُوْلًْ لََ كوَْلًْ ليَِّناً لعََلَّذ  

Meaning: so speak the two of you to him with meekiwords, hopefullyihe 

will rememberior beiafraid. ( Taha : 44 ).  

We summarize text from above is the teachingiand learning processican run 

well andismoothly whenithere is aiconducive influence betweenithe teacher and 

students. Astute and wiseicommunication bestow a within influence toistudents, so 

that the teacherioriented willichange to studentioriented. Wiseiteacher willialways 

provideiopportunities and chance for their students to develop.  

ذَا  بعََثَ أَحَدًا اللهُ لۍَ اللهِ صَكاَلَ کََنَ رَسُوْلُ  سَ وْ مُ بىِ أَ  نْ عَ 
ِ
َ ا علَيَْهِ وَسَلَّْ

وْا وَلَْ تنُفَِرُّوْ صْمِنْ أَ  ُ وْا احَابِهِ فِِ بعَْضِ اَمْرهِِ كاَلَ بشَِِّ ُ وْ  وَيسَِِّ ُ اوَلَْتعُِسِِّ  

) رواه مسلَ (     

  Meaning: From Abu Burdah from Musa, he said Rasullullah SAW when 

sending one of his commandment, Rasulullah SAW said to give them good news 

and don‟t make them run away and make it easy for people in religious matters 

and don‟t make it difficult for them. ( HR. Muslim ) 
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  The Prophet‟s command above provides a lesson to educators that in 

carrying out educational tasks, teachers / educators are required to create a 

learning process that is conducive and fun, trying to make students feel at home 

and happy to live in school with him, and not the other way around it gives an 

impression. It is scary so that students are afraid and reluctant to actually make 

students feel uncomfortable living in school and all the knowledge or education 

that is given to them. 

  The hadith above punctuate  that the learning process must be made as 

simple as possible and at the same time happy sointhat students areinnot 

psychologically dejected andifeel tired of with theiatmosphere in theiclassroom. 

By selecting an appropriate and appropriated method, the learning process will be 

easy and fun for students. This easy and fun learning atmosphere will affect 

students‟ interest in learning to be activelyiinvolved in the learningiprocess soithat 

learning objectives can be maximally achived. 

 

2.1.7 Level of Reading Comprehension  

According toiiBurns, there areiifour phases of readingiicomprehension, 

namely literalicomprehension, inferentialicomprehension, criticalicomprehension, 

and creativeicomprehension.  

1. Literal Comprehension  

Literalicomprehension talk the capability to understandiwhat is clarify by 

theiwriter or taking theiideas anditruth thatiis immediately clarify on theiprinted 

page. Theireader able easy goiback  to emphasize theiinformation wish. Theiliteral 
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phase is theiieasiest phase of readingiicomprehension becauseiia reader isiinot 

needed to obtain beyondiwhat isithe properly said. 

2. Inferential Comprehension  

Inferentialincomprehension focusesibon the ideas andibinformation not 

immediately clarify in theitext. It is theiprocess of drivingiideas thatiare implicit 

somewhat thaniimmediately clarify. Atithis phase, readers goibeyond what isisaid 

and readifor deeperimeaning. They have to can seeithe connection between ideas.   

3. Critical Comprehension  

Criticalicomprehension is evaluatingiwritten material comparingithe ideas 

found in theimaterial with understand measure and picture conclusion aboutitheir 

precision, proper, and right time. Criticalicomprehension discuss the capability to 

manufacture opinion aboutiiideas and information aiiwriter offers. Theiicritical 

reader have to be aniactive readeriquestioning, searching forifacts, and adjourning 

opinion to he orishe has mulled all of theimaterial. 

4. Creative Comprehension  

Creativeicomprehension incriminate goingibeyond theimaterial introduced 

by theiauthor. It needs readersito think as theyiread, just as criticalicomprehension 

does, andiiit also needs themiito utilize theiriifantasy. The capability foricreative 

reader includeiiunderstanding because effect connection on aiistory, solving 

problems, andimaking newiideas 
18

. 
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2.1.8 The Measurement of Reading Comprehension 

Readingicomprehension is aniactivity of connecting theistudents‟ ideas. It 

meansireading without comprehensionicannot be connected asireading to attain 

comprehension. Grelleti  ( 1986:3 ) stated thatireading comprehension isiithat 

students attempt toiiunderstand a writteniitext by extracting theiimeaning that 

needed informationifrom itias effeiciently asipossible. It canibe said that whatithe 

students doiiin reading activity isito discover the valuableiinformation fromithe 

text 
19

. 

So, I can conclude the reading comprehension is aniiunderstanding about 

what hasibeen read. Itiis an active thingkingiprocess that onlyion comprehension 

skills butialso on experience andistudents‟ knowledge. Comprehensionialways 

plays aniiimportant role in readingibecause the primaryireason of reading isithat 

students understandiwhat they read. Studentsicannot obtain any ideaiwritten in a 

text or bookiif they do not understandiwhat they have alreadyiread, and reading 

withouticomprehension isiuseless. 

 

2.2  Definition of Direct Interaction 

Ellis ( 1990 ) statedithat interaction isimeaning- focused andicarried out to 

facilitateinthe process of making a change of information andinprevent 

communicationibreakdowns. Interactioniis required  in classroomiactivity. It helps 

the teachingimlearning process runimsmoothly and improves learners‟ 

communicativeness. Classroomiinteraction asia system of verbal andinon-verbal 

communication andithe kinds ofisocial relationship which occuriwithin classroom. 

                                                           
19

 F. Grellet. ( 1986 ). Developing Reading Skill. A Practical Guide to Reading 

Comprehesnion Exercise. ( London: Cambridge University ). P. 3 
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In EFLiiclassroom, verbaliiinteraction means aiicommunication whichiioccur 

utilizing teacher andistudents talk. While, non-verbaliinteraction coversigestures 

or facialiiexpression by teacheriiand learners when theyiicommunicate without 

utilizingiwords 
20

.  

Direct interaction isia reciprocal and meaningfuliinteraction among theiteacher 

and studentsithat happens in theiclassroom. Byiinteraction, learners developitheir 

languageiability. It is in theiinteraction what communicationiall about isifound. In 

interactiveiclasses, studentsican participate aidiscussion, problem solvingitasks, or 

dialogueijournals. The shape of theiactivities can be pairiworks or groupiworks. In 

the directiinteraction,  teacher andistudents have aireciprocal influenceiupon each 

other throughiiwhich they say andido. Meaningful interactioniwith others inithe 

target languageiin the classroomiiis much more significantiiin language learning. 

The descriptioniof the interactioniamong the teacher andistudent is seen fromithe 

teacher andistudent talk. The teacheritalks are receivingifeeling, commendingior 

encouraging, receivingiior utilizing ideas ofistudents, askingiquestion, lecturing, 

offeringibdirections, and criticizingior justifying authority. The studentitalks are 

student talkingiresponse, studentiinitiation, and silenceior confusion.  

Interactioniis a important portion inicommunication. The communicationiis in 

the shape ofiinterpersonal, intrapersonal, groupian cultural. The participationsiand 

roles of theiielements in eachinfrom have influence on theiisuccess of the 

communication. Theiquantity and theiquality of teacher studentsiinteraction are 

influenced by theincommunication climate ininthe classroom. Intrapersonal 
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communicationiitakes place withiniithe individual. Iniclassroom, there areitwo 

types of the intrapersonalicommunication. Those areiteacher to self ( withinia 

singleiiteacher ) or studentiito self ( within aiisingle student ). Interpersonal 

communicationiiincriminates twoiiindividuals. The typesiiof the interpersonal 

communication areiteacher toistudent, student toiteacher, and student toistudent. 

Groupicommunication incriminates communication among theiteacher and some 

students, among some studentsiand theiteacher, or among a singleistudent and 

some students. Culturalicommunication is theimost abstract shape oficlassroom 

communication. In theiclassroom, the cultureicommunicates to theiteachers as well 

as to theistudents. The effectiof culture is also foundiin group, interpersonal, and 

intrapersonalimcommunication. Culture containsimmoral values, ethical 

consideration, andineducational values whichineffect perception ofimthe 

communicationisetting ( Barker, 1982: 14 ) 
21

. 

Interactioniiis not limited ininthe shape of verbaliiresponse. A noniiverbal 

interaction mayialso happen. Anotheripossibility is the combinationiamonh verbal 

and non verbaliinteraction. As theiresponse to theiteacher, students mayianswer by 

saying wordsiexpressing theiriidea, agreement oridisagreement. It can alsoibe in 

the shape ofiwritten. Students mayialso offer answer byinodding, eyeicontact, 

facialiexpressions, body language, etc. Studentsican also offer answer by body 

language followediby saying someiexpression ( Wilson, 1999 ) 
22

. 
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In theiclassroom, theimain purpose of theiinteraction among the teacheriand 

the studentsiis transferring knowledge oriinformation. Interactioniis the main of 

communication ( Douglas, 2001: 165 ). It isinin the interactioninwhat 

communicationiall about isifound. It canibe inithe shapes of sendingimessages, 

accepting them, construe them, orinegotiating meanings. Communicationiplays a 

central roleiin all classroomiactivities. Classroom communicationiiis equality to 

othericommunication shapes. But, theiclassroom communicationidifferent as a 

functioniof unique objectives, surroundings, andiparticipation shapes 
23

.  

In teachingiiand learning activities both atiischool and outside of school, 

interaction between teachers and students who have a purpose is needed. In order 

for this goal     to be achieved in accordance with the target of the teacher himself, 

it is necessary to have positive interactions that occur between teachers and 

students. In this interaction, it is very necessaryiifor the teacheriito make the 

interactionibetween to the two parties fun and not boring. This is in addition to 

achieving the target of the teacher itself, students also become fun in teaching and 

learning activities, and feel more friendly with the teacher who teaches.  

Teachers who view students as different from other students will be different 

from teachers who see students as the same creature and there is no difference in 

everything. So it is important to correct wrong views in assessing students. It is 

better if teachers view students as individuals with all their differences, so that it is 

easy to approach teaching. 
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2.2.1 The Approach in Teaching and Learning Activities 

 There are several approaches proposed in this discussion with the hope of 

helping teachers solve various problems in teaching and learning activities. The 

following is the explanation 
24

:  

1. Individual Approach  

The individual approach is a direct approach taken by the teacher to his 

students to solve their students‟cases. The individual approach has a very 

important meaning for the sake of teaching. Classroom management 

desperately needs this individual approach. The choice of method cannot 

simply ignore the use of an individual approach, so that teachers in 

carrying out their duties always take an individual approach to students in 

the classroom. The problem of learning difficulties for children is easier to 

solve using an individual approach, althgouh one day a group approach is 

needed.  

2.  Group Approach 

The group approach is an approach taken by the teacher by grouping their 

students according to the criteria iniorder to achieve teaching andilearning 

activities. When theiteacher wants to use a group approach, the teacher 

must already consider that it is not against the goal. Supporting learning 

facilities, the methods to be used have been mastered, and the material to 

be given to students are indeed suitable to be approached with a group 
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aapproach. Therefore, the group approach cannot be done carelessly, but 

must consider other things that influence its use.  

2.3 The Strategies of Promoting Classroom Direct Interaction 

Jia ( 2013 ) foundthatithere are fiveistrategiesiof promotingiclassroomidirect 

interaction. Theyiareias follows 
25

:  

a. Improvingiquestioning strategies  

Theiattentioniof the teacher toithe learners can activateithe teacherilearner 

interaction. Theiteacher should ask theiquestion that canibe responsedibyithe 

learners thenithe teacher adjust hisiquestionsitoithe phases or capabilities of 

theilearners. 

b. Implementing CooperativeiLearning 

Workingicooperativelyican helpsidevelopmentiiof learner‟sisocialiiskills. 

Cooperativeilearning means thatievery member of theigroupiis includediand 

differencesibetween groupimemberiare resolvediby the groupimembers. 

c. BuildingiPositiveiTeacher LearneriRapport 

Mutualinrespectful among teacher andiinlearners is essential partinof 

education. Theindynamic qualities of classroominlearning require the 

responsibleifrom both of teacher andilearner. 

d. Reducting ClassroomiAnxiety 

The teacheriihelps the learners toiiurge their self-appreciateiiand self-

confidenceiand make confortableiand non-menacing surroundings.  
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A.  Improving Questioning Strategies 

The techniquesithat youishould utilize in questioningidepends on theigrade 

phase, subjectiiproblem, andinlesson purpose. Hereiiare several of theiitop 

questioningiitechniques you shouldiitake into considerationiito utilize iniithe 

classroom.  

a. Pair andiShare 

Afteriiposing a question toiithe class, give youristudents several timeito 

think aboutiithe answer on theiriiown. Then, haveiithem turn toiitheir 

neighborito discuss theianswer. They caniprocess of makingia change their 

ideasiwith their friends. Doingiso helps studentsiprepare their answeriand 

share it inipairs and theniwith the rest in theiclass. 

b. Teacher RandomiSelection 

If you haveithe same severalistudents answering alliof youriquestions, you 

can choose theistudent who willianswer the question.  Youimay like to 

writeithe name of eachistudent on cards. Then, drawia name toiestablish 

whoiwill answer theiquestion. Doingiso boost all studentsito think of the 

answeriand prepare toishare their ideasiwith the wholeiclass. 

c. Selecting ParticulariStudents 

Select brilliantiistudents to sit iniifront of the class. Theseistudents will 

answer some questions. Youiican ask the questionsiiand ask themiito 

answer. Then, askiithe other studentsiito repeat the answersiifrom the 

brilliant student. Ifione brilliant students isistruggling toianswer, allow 

him/herito”phoneia partner” askingisomeone else inithe class forihelp.  
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d. Asking iniSequence 

Thinkiabout having a listiof students commandedialphabetically. Asiyou 

askiquestions to theiclass, try to moveifrom one to anotheriutilizing their 

order inithe alphabeticalilist. In thisicase, you mayilike to followiBloom‟s 

Taxonomyiimoving from theiimost basic kind of questionsiito more 

complicatediones ( evaluation ). By doingiso with your questionsiutilizing 

this method, youristudents will haveithe time to prepareitheir answer. 

e. Selecting theiRaised HandiStudents 

Post theiquestion to the wholeiclass asking studentsiwho know theianswer 

to raise theirihands. Doingiiso offer students toiithink and prepareiithe 

answer. Choose oneiof the raised handistudents toianswer. After obtaining 

the correct answer, praiseithe students andiask one of the those whoidon‟t 

raiseitheir hands toirepeat the correctianswer. 

f. SelectingiAfter Modellingithe Answer 

Ask aiiquestion andithen kind the answeriby yourself. Then, choose one 

studentiito say the kindiianswer. Doing soiihelps students knowihow to 

answer questionsiiperfectly and raiseiitheir confidence wheniianswering 

questions. Also, thisiimethod allows bashful learnersiito follow in 

answeringiquestions.  

g. AskingiQuestions foriHomework 

Write several questions onithe board askingisome students toiread them 

aloudiito the class. Then, askiistudents toiiprepare the answer for these 

questions atihome. This allowsitime for studentsito think ofithe answer 

and possible theyiwill share ideasito increase theianswers. At the starting 
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ofithe next time, checkithat they have doneithe homework andiobtain the 

answersifrom as manyistudents as possible offering them yourifeedback, 

clarifying, and correctingianything.  

 

B.  Implementing Cooperative Learning 

 Cooperativeilearning is a good instrument to utilize in youriclassroom. 

Cooperativeilearning helps studentsibe able to communicateieffectively with the 

others, workiwell withiothers, andihave several responsibilities in youriclassroom. 

utilizing cooperativeilearning will help youristudents be more engagediin what 

you areiteaching. 

 These basis can beiseen in the cooperativeilearning technique, there are 

four steps : 

1. Eachistudent in a groupiof two-four members. 

2. Theiiteacher or a studentiiasks a question basediion the text the classiis 

reading. 

3. Eachigroup works to developiia response, they checkithat everybody in 

theirigroup can offer andiillustrate theirigroup‟s response. 

4. The teachericalls a number atirandom, the person withithat number inieach 

group mayibe choosed to offer andiillustrate theirigroup‟s answer toithe 

class orito anotherigroup.  

Everybody can illustrate push successfuligroup functioning cause allimembers 

require to knowiiand be ready to explainitheir group‟s answeriand causeiwhen 

students helpitheir groupmates, theyihelp themselves anditheir wholeigroup, cause 
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the responseigiven belongs toithe wholeigroup, not just toithe groupimember 

givingiit.  

C.  Building Positive Teacher Learner Rapport 

 Good communication among teacher andiistudents required to easy 

teaching andiilearning  activity. Having influence and communication in the 

classroom will build a relationship among teacher and students. This connection 

expansion is a relate to in deciding teachingiand learning activity iniclassroom. 

The language learningiprocess in the classroom could be easy through relationship 

building. Building relationship could become effective method in communicating 

with students in target language to motivate them in learning. One method to build 

the teacher students relationship is through having positive influence among 

teacher and students. Influence among theiteacher andithe students establish the 

success of teachingiand learning activity. Good classroomiinfluence is categorized 

as a significant factor in student learning and increasing effective teachingiand 

learningiactivity. In develop a relationship, aiteacher requires to focus on two 

factors effect the relationship development. One factor influencing relationship 

the most is respectful;. Respectful is a vital element get in touch with  any genre 

of matter deed emerge  in classroom. Any matter deed may emerge cause of the 

unrealistic learning purpose defend in the classroom which can be too complicated 

or too easy for the students. Offering  respectful on their ideas is also important  to 

defend good relationship. It includes the demeanor of the teacher in responding 

the student‟s talk. The method of teacher say to students influences the respect of 

students. One example of  teacher say commonly happened in classroom is in 
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offering feedback. Teacher requires to mull in not false the error carefully without 

losing any positive exertion from the students. 

 To defend the relationship, the EFL teacher requires to discover exact 

methods to be apply in the classroom. some methods in defend teacher students 

relationship has been developed by expert, Brown ( 2001 ) recommends 7 

activities to teacher in deciding the teacher students‟ rapport by:
26

 

a. Indicating interest in each student as a person. 

b. Offering feedback on each person‟s development. 

c. Openly demanding students‟ ideas and tasting. 

d. Valuing andirespectfuling what students opinion and say. 

e. Laughing with them and not at them. 

f. Working with them as a group and not oppose them. 

g. Progressing a real meaning of vicarious joyful when they learn something 

or otherwise succeed. 

Additional activities in developing relationship are also promoted by Harmer ( 

2007 ). He promote 4 activities the teacher can utilize to foster the rapport among 

the teacher and the students also progress a successful classroom influence by:
27

 

a. Identifying the students‟ name, character, and background. 

b. Listening obviously to the students as an individual. 

c. Having respect to the students. 

d. Being same and fair in treatment and offering  notice to the students. 

                                                           
26

 Brown, H. ( 2001 ). Teaching by Principles: an Interactive Approach to Language 
Pedagogy. Englewood Cliffs: Prentice Hall. 

27
 Harmer, J. ( 2007 ). The Practice of English Language Teaching. ,Malaysia: Pearson 

Education Limited. 
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D. Reducting Classroom Anxiety 

 Anxiety is natural reaction and important admonition reply inihumans. It 

caninbecome a enfeeble confusion when itinis excessive, overbearing, and 

uncontrollable, wheniit needs no specificiexternal kick, andiwhen it commences to 

indicate itselfiithrough a broad variety ofiiphysical andiaffective indications, as 

welliias become different iniicognitive capabilities andibehavior. Studiesihave 

indicated that discomfort and strain caniinegatively influence theiibody and 

emotions ofistudents andican build to manyidefiance problems such asischool 

absenteeism, lowinself concept, verbal andiinonverbal issues, deficienciesiiin 

academic exhibition, decreaseiiin focus andiiconcentration, attitude matters, 

heightenedidependence, adult notice seekingiattitude, andidifficulties stayingion 

task.  

 Thereiare degrees resultingifrom different reactionsiand behaviors asiwith 

all humaniemotions. Typical anxietyihappens when people reactiappropriately 

toia situations orievent that causeianxiety. Anxiety doesinot alwaysinecessarily 

affect languageiilearners negatively, butiiexsessive level of anxietyiican have a 

negative effection learning and teachingiiprocess. It caniiinhibit their abilityito 

learnieffectively. Consequently, it causesiemotional stress andilower self-esteem 

andiself confidance. 

2.3  Related Study 

1.  Kasim ( 2004 ). ClassroomiiInteraction in the EnglishiiDepartment 

SpeakingiClass at State Universityiof Malang. 

   That problems of theiresearch were the teacheriand students whoiwere 

takingiispeaking II class at theiiEnglish department of stateiuniversity of 
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Malang. Theioutcome ofithe research showed thaticlassroom interactioniis 

theiirealization of a lessoniiwhich is organizediiin system ofiiclassroom 

interaction. Theiimost dominant patterniiis students-studentsiiclassroom 

interaction. Nineiistrategies are utilized byiithe teacher andiiten methods 

utilized by theistudents.. 

2.  Nambiar, Ibrahim, and Rido ( 2014 ). InvestigatingiEFL MasteriTeacher‟s 

Classroom InteractioniiStrategies: A Caseistudy in IndonesianiSecondary 

VocationaliSchool.  

 Theisubject of the study was aimaster teacher who haveiattended a master 

collaqium and beeniiawarded a professionaliicertificate from the ministryiiof 

educationiand culture republic ofiIndonesia, He\ sheialso had 10 yearsiteaching 

experiences andiis recommended by theiprincipal or his\ her fellowiteacher and 

agreed toiparticipate in theistudy. The outcomeirefered that the masteriteacher 

utilized four kinds ofiinteraction methods suchiias control of interactioniior 

interactioniimanagement , elicitation oriiquestioning, speech modificationiior 

feedback, andirepairing or error treatmentimethods, thoseimethods were ableito 

promote interactiveilearning.  

 The conclusion from above is the outcome ofiistudies in order toiisee 

classroomiiinteraction. Interactioniiis required in aiiclassroom. Theiieffective 

interaction whichiihappens in theiclassroom can improve students‟iilanguage 

performance. Notiionly students obtain theiimpact of the importanceiof good 

interaction butithe teacher canialso increase their teachingiand learningiprocess 

in theiclassroom. 
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2.4 Conceptual Framework 

 The successiin teaching readingiiis effect by theiiapproach utilized iniithe 

teachingiprocess. Theiteacher can choose the precise approach initeaching reading 

comprehension. The understandingiof the meaning ofiinteraction can beiachieved 

from several aspects. Itican be seen from theidefinition, theicharacteristics, the 

roles of theilanguage learners, and theicategorization. 

 Direct interaction isia complex prosess inithe class thatiis effect by several 

factors: theiiteacher, theiistudents, or theiiclassroom surroundings. Effective 

interactioniis required in theisecond languageilearning. Itiis related withithe utilize 

of theilanguage toicommunicate. Theiteacher and theistudents feel pleasant in 

expressingitheir information, knowledge, ideas, opinion, orianything utilizingithe 

language.  

 The successfulimessage or contentitransmission amongiteacher andistudents 

is the purpose ofithe classroomiinteraction. Theiimessage can beiitransferred 

verbally oriinon-verbally. Oneiiof the factorsiithat cannot beiievaded is a 

unpredictableidestructor that isifound in theiclassroom surroundings. Bothithe 

teacheriand studentsicannot evade theidestructor. Whatithey caniido it tryiito 

minimizeithe influence of theidestructor inithe purpose of theiteacher –students 

interaction.  

The purpose of Direct Interactioniican be utilized toiifacilitate studentsiiin 

communication inithe real interactiveisituations. Through question, teacherican 

join student activelyiin the lessoniand defiance theirithinking. Most theiquestions 

are providedito get anianswer, the usediof teacher question will stimulateistudents 
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to talkiiwhile answeringiiquestions. At theiiindividual level, questions caniibe 

utilized to buildistudents confidence toispeak.  

The researcher conducted to find out whether teaching utilizing direct 

interaction strategy is there any effective method to improve and effect 

students‟motivation in reading comprehension. The problem thatistudents often 

faceiin reading comprehension areithe factoriof understanding vocabulary, poor 

mastery of grammar, the difficult and lack of media learning. Therefore, the 

rearcher assumes that the utilize of direct interaction strategy canistimulus their 

interest andimotivation in reading comprehension, especiallyiin narrative textiit 

can helpithem to improve upiin readingicomprehension. This research used two 

types of variable, the first is direct  interaction strategy as the“X” variable, andithe 

secondiis theiteaching reading comprehension asithe “Y” variable.    

Furthemore, theiresearcher applied quasiiexperimental. The sample consisted 

of twoiclasses: experimental classiand control classiand  gave pre-testiand post 

test to bothiclasses, butitreatment was appliedionly to the experimentaliclass . 

Thenicontrol classiwas without using direct interaction strategy. 

2.5 Hypothesis 

 Iniaccordance withitheoretical and conceptualiiframe, the hypothesisiiis 

formulated asifollows:  

1.  Ho : There isiino significant effectiof Direct Interaction Strategy on 

readingicomprehension. 

2.  Ha : There isiia significant effectiiof Direct Interaction Strategyiion 

readingicomprehension. 
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CHAPTER III 

  METHODOLOGY OF  RESEARCH 

3.1 Location of the Study 

Thisiiresearch wasiiconducted MTS PonPes Darul Quran Medan. The 

research wasiconducted at theisecond semester academiciyear 2020/2021. 

Some reason of choosingithe location are : 

1. It was found that the most students in MTS PonPes Darul Quran 

Medan stillihad low ability inireading comprehension. 

2. The same title hadn‟t never done before. 

3. The researcher found interesting field practice experience. 

3.2 Population and Sample  

3.2.1 Population  

 A populationiiis describe as alliimembers of anyiiwell-describe classiiof 

person, events, oriobjects. Population isithe whole objectiwhich will beiresearched 

28
. Populationiis a number of allisubjects that itihas prepare data whichiis required 

in theiresearch. As Arikuntoistates that populationiis all of subjectiresearch 
29

 . 

 Theipopulation of thisiresearch was doneiof MTS Ponpes Darul Quran 

Medan in 2020/2021 academic year. The total of the populationiiis 53 students 

wereidistributed in two classes. Theispread of theistudents‟ classes could beiseen 

on theitable.   

 

 

                                                           
28

 Syahrum and Salim, ( 2007 ).  Metodologi Penelitian Kuantitatif (Bandung: 

Citapustaka Media ) , p. 113 .  
29

 Suharsimi Arikunto, ( 2006 ).  Prosedur Penelitian Suatu Pendekatan Praktek 

(Jakarta: Rineka Cipta ) , p. 108 .  
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Tabel 3.1 

The Population of Research 

Class Total of Students 

VIII-I 29 

VIII-II 24 

Total 53 

 

3.2.2 Sample  

A sampleiiis a part of aipopulation.
30

 In getting theisample, theirandom 

sampling techniqueiwill be utilized inithis research. The researcheriwill be 

utilized clusterirandom sampling byiapplying the lotteryitechnique. This type of 

probabilityisampling is indicated to asicluster sampling cause the unitichosen is 

not aniiindividual but, rather aigroup of individualsiwho are naturallyitogether. 

Theseiindividuals constitute aicluster insofar asiithey are alike with respectito 

characteristicsirelevant to the variablesiof the study. 

Table 3.2 

The Sample of Research 

Class  Population  Sample 

Experiment Class ( X ) VII- 1 29 

Control Class ( Y ) VII-3 24 

Jumlah      - 53 

 

 

 

                                                           
30

 Donald Ary, ( 2010 ).  Introduction to Research in Education (USA: 

Wadsworth ) , p. 148 .  
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3.3 Research Design  

Kind of researchiin this research isiexperimental, which is conductediwith 

two randomizedigroups, pre test andiipost test design. The designiiis applied in 

order toiNinvestigate the effect ofiNdirect interaction strategy oniNreading 

comprehension. Forithe simplestiexperiment, you requireitwo groups ofisubjects: 

the experimentaligroup and the controligroup. The experimentaligroup accepts a 

specificiitreatment; the controligroup accepts noiitreatment. Utilizing aicontrol 

group enablesiithe researcher to discountimany alternative explanationsifor the 

influence ofitreatment. 

Experimentaliiresearch involves a studyiiof the effect of theiisystematic 

manipulationiof one variable (s) on anotherivariable. According toiDonald Ary, 

that is theiimanipulated variable isiNcalled the experimental treatmentiior 

independentivariable. The observediand measures variable isicalled theidependent 

variable. Theiindependent variable isimanipulated or change byithe experimenter, 

the variableiupon which the effect ofiithe changes are callediithe dependent 

variable whichiis observed but notimanipulated by theiexperimenter.
31

 

Table 3.3 

Quasi Experimental Design 

Randomly 

Assigned  

 

Pre Test  

 

Treatment  

 

Post Test  

 

Experimental Class  

 

 

  

Direct Interaction 

Stretegy 

  

Control Class  

 

  Conventional 

Method  

  

                                                           
31

 Donald Ary, Ibid, p. 45.   
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The experimental groupiundergone the treatment (X), theiexperimental 

groupsiwas taught byiusing Direct Interaction Strategy. The treatment isiexpected 

to effect iniIreading comprehensioniiskill. Meanwhile, the controliione using 

anotheriapproach, the studentsiin control group doinot make any annotationiand 

not ponderithe annotation, evenithough they are alsoiread and encode theitext. 

Before the treatmenticonducted, pre test wasiadministrated into the twoigroups to 

ensure theiquality orihomogeneity. After theitreatment hasidone, a post testiwas 

administrated. 

3.4 Data Collecion 

3.4.1 Research instrument  

For collectingidata, a writting testiwas utilized as theiinstrument in this 

research  by usingipretest and postest in theiexperimental class andicontrol class. 

The topiciof  pre test and posttets isiabout to describe people with the title my best 

friend and my english teacher. The  experimental andicontrol was taughtiby using 

differentimethod, the student in theiexperimental class learn descriptive textiby 

using dice game while the student iniithe controliiclass learn descriptiveiitext 

withoutiusing dice game.  

1. Validity  

Validity isiithe extent to which itiimeasures what it isiisupposed to 

measure. Foriobtain the validityiof test, the face andiicontent validity 

were byiiadjusting the testiiwith SKKD ( Standar Kompetensiiidan 

KompetensiiDasar) . “validity” isia noun , while valid is an adjective. For 
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example a test is called valid if the test can precisely measure whatiis 

being measured.
32

 

2. Reliability 

Reliability isia necessary characteristc ofiany gooditest, for it toibe valid 

at alliia test must firstibe reliable asimeasuring test.
33

 Thenito makeithe 

testiireliable, an analyticaliiscale is use as theiistudents‟ assesment in 

writing. ItiNasseses someiNaspects, such asiiIcontent, organization, 

vocabulary, languageiuse, andimechanics.  

3.5 Technique of Data Collecting 

Data collectingitechnique toidetermine theimagnitude of  the effect using 

directiiinteraction strategy iniiteaching readingicomprehension at MTS PonPes 

Darul Quran is using test techniques and instruments iniiform of an multiple 

choiceiand essay. Theistudents was instructed to answer theiquestions based on 

the topic given by the researcher.  

3.6 Technique of Data Analysis  

 Dataiianalysis technique utilized iniithis researchiiis decriptive statistical 

analysisiitechnique. According to Sugiyonoiidescriptive statistic are statistic 

utilized toianalyze data byiway of describing theidata that has beenicollected  is 

withoutiintending to makeiconclusions thatiapply to the public origeneralization. 

34
 Thereiare some strides to establish theihypothesis, as theifollowing formula. 

 

                                                           
32

Suharimi Arikunto. (1993). Dasar-Dasar Evaluasi Pendidikan. Jakarta:Bumi 

Aksara.P.56. 
 

 
33

Sugiyono. (2017). Metode Penelitian Pendidikan. Bandung: Alfabeta, p.446 

 
34

Ibid,.p.446 
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3.6.1 Normality test  

 Accordingiito Sudjana  a normalityitest was conductedito find outithe 

population andithe sample study wasinormally distributed orinot. This testiutilized 

by utilizing theililiefors test. The strides are asifollows:  

ObservationiX1,X2,X3,X....,Xn areipresented rawinumbers ZI,Z2,Z3 ,..ZNn by 

usingiformula: 

Zi
      

 
 

withiX   = Average 

S = Standart sampleideviation  

For eachinof these ras numbers utilizing theiinormal distributioniiis 

calculatedithe probabilityF (Zi) = P (Z ≥ Zi) 

Next isicalculated theiproportion of smaller oriequal to Zi. If thatiproportion 

statesiwith S (zi) , then  

       
                 

 
 

CalculatingiiF (Zi) - S (Zi) theniidetermined the absoluteiiprice. Takesiithe 

absolute gretestiprice (L0) to acceptior reject theihypothesis , then compareiL0 

with theicritical valueitaken, from theilist, for the theireal level α = 0.05. 

Byicriterion  

if L0 <Ltabel, then theisample is normallyidistributed  

if L0> Ltabel, thenithe sample is notinormally distributed 
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3.6.2 Homogeineity Test 

 Arikunto, saidithat homogeineity testiis done to testithe similarity of varience. 

Theihomogeneity test usediis the largest varience wayicompared to theismallest 

varience, with theifollowing steps.
35

 

WriteiHa and H0 in sentenceiform. 

WriteiHa and H0 in statisticaliform. 

FindiFcount by theiformula:  

Fcount = 𝑔𝑟𝑒𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑠𝑡𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎 𝑐𝑒𝑡ℎ  Set α toi0.05.  

CalculateiFtable = F (nivariance large - 1, n theismallest variance - 1)  

CompareiFcount withiFtable  

Defineithe test criteriaiif Fcount< Ftableso Habeiaccepted (homogen)   

Makingiconclusion. 

3.6.3 t-Test 

 To test theihypothesis whetherithe truth is acceptableior not , used in tthis 

studyiwith a realilevel of α isi0,05.The testiformula is asifollows : 

Alternative selectioniof t test  

If theidata comes fromia homogenous populationiσ1 = σ2 and σ isiunknown), then 

the titest formula isiused: 

t  = 
       

  
   

   

 

   

 

with S2 = 
                       

         
If the dataicomes from ainon-homogeneous 

population (σ1 ≠ σ2 andiσ unknown), thenithe t test formula isiused: 

t = 
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Information:  

t = wide areaiachieved  

n1 = Manyistudents in the experimentaligroup sample  

n2 = Manyistudents in theicontrol groupisample  

S1 = Standard deviationiexperimental group  

S2 = Standard deviationiof the controligroup  

S2 = Combinedivariance of S1iand S2  

𝑋    = Averageistudent scores of theiexperimental group 

x  = Averageiscore of controligroup students  

Testingicriteria are: acceptiH0 so tcount< ttableiwith dk = (n1 + n2 – 2) with 

opportunities (1- α) andithe realilevel α = 0,05. For otherit prices H0irejected 

or receivediHa.  

H0 acceptediif price tcount< ttable andiHa rejected.  

Ha acceptediif price tcount> ttable andiH0 rejected. 

 

3.7 Research Procedure  

3.7.1 Pretest  

The pre-test was carried out beforeinthe learning process toinmeasure 

students‟ understandingiabout narrativeitext. So this wasiheld inithe fisrt meeting. 

The sameipre-test was given to bothiexperimental class andicontrol class iniorder 

to investigateithe studentsireading ability.Bothiexperimental and controligroup 

were askedito read a narrativeitext based on theitopic given. 
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3.7.2 Treatment  

 In theitreatrment was conductediafter giving pre-test anditeaching-learning 

activityiiwith the studentsiiin both experimentaliiand control class iniisecond 

meetings. Iniithis teaching andilearning process, experimentaliclass using direct 

interaction strategy and the control class usingiiconventional method. Bothiof 

experimental class andicontrol class wereitaught with theisame material. 

3.7.3 Post-Test 

   The lastiiis post-test. Theipost-test was carried toiknow theiprogression 

between theiexperimental and control class, afterithe teacher give treatmentsito 

theiistudents. In thisiilast meeting, research give to theiitest to the studentsiiin 

experimentaliiand control class. Theiiway ask the testiiwas similiar pre-test. In 

analyzing and assesing the students‟ reading ability. 

3.7.4. Scoring Test  

Iniiscoring the test, thisiresearch usediscore from 0-100 byicounting the 

correctianswer and applyingithis formula: 

S 
 

 
  X 100  

Where:  

S = Score ofithe Test 

R = Number ofithe CorrectiAnswer  

N = Number ofiTest Items 
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CHAPTER IV 

DATA ANALYSIS AND RESEARCH FINDING 

4.1 The Description of Data 

 This research wasiconducted by applyingian experimentaliresearch. There 

were twoiclasses in thisiresearch, namely experimentaliclass and controliclass. In 

order toinobtain the data of theiiresearch, first, pre-testiiand post-testiiwas 

administrated toiiboth classes andiigiven to theiistudents. The treatmentiiwas 

conducted toithe experimentaliclass. Finally, theipost-test, similar toithe pre-test, 

was administratedito bothiclasses. After theidata were collected , theiresearcher 

obtained theistudents‟ score inipre-test and post-testifrom: both experimentaliand 

controliclasses. For moreidetail, it can beiseen in theitable. 

Table 4.1 

The Score of the Pre-Test and Post-Test by the Students of the Experimental 

Class 

No. Name Pre-Test Post-Test 

1. Amanda  Shaqila Dwi Arsy 40 66 

2. Aulia Maulidani 60 76 

3. Biana Rheiba Harahap  38 62 

4. Husnayati 72 82 

5.  Husna Alawiyah 70 76 

6. Intan Zulaiha 50 64 

7. Izzati Zahra 72 78 

8. Kayla Hani Fadhilah Harahap 74 80 
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9. Lathifatun Istiqomah Janish 40 62 

10. Malika Assyyifa 82 90 

11.  Maisarah 46 68 

12. Mutia Anisa Al-Quriah 58 80 

13. Mutia Pratiwi Sihotang 52 68 

14. Najwa Wibowo 74 80 

15. Nabila Suci Ramadani 70 76 

16. Nadia Syafira 62 70 

17. Nielza Shazwina Aufa 74 82 

18. Nikeisya Aulia Wibowo 58 70 

19. Rachmy Khairunnisa Ritonga 70 88 

20. Safa Sakinah Setiawan 56 92 

21. Sarah Fadiyah Akmal 34 66 

22. Salwa Fakhirah 58 86 

23. Surya Tatik Yusra 46 72 

24. Syifa Aulia 70 90 

25. Syifa Aqila Faihani 58 80 

26. Wan Baidatun Adawiyyah 60 78 

27.  Wan Mutiara 56 70 

28. Windy Fadhilah Rachma 58 76 

29. Zhakirah Ikrah Ahmad 66 92 

 Total 1724 2220 

 Mean 59.45 76.55 
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 Based oniithe table above, theiistudents‟ reading comprehensioninin 

narrative textiin experimentaliclass refered thatithe lowest scoreiof pre-test  was 

38, and theihighest scoreiof pre-test wasi82 and theimean of pre-testiwas 59,45. 

On the otherihand the lowestiscore of post –test was 62, andithe highest scoreiof 

post-testiwas 92 andithe meaniof post-testiwas 76,55. 

Table 4.2 

The Score of the Pre-Test and Post-Test by the Students of the Control Class 

No. Name Pre-Test Post-Test 

1. Ahmad Al-Kautsar 58 76 

2. Ahmad Aufa Althaf 66 72 

3. Athar Athaillah Hidayat SRG 48 70 

4. Ayyub Hidayatullah Alfikri 66 86 

5. Fadlan Habib Ramadhan 40 64 

6. Fahmi Idris Nasution 52 64 

7. Fahrizi Al-Rosyid 42 66 

8. Fahrefy 52 74 

9. Haikal Rafli Lubis 52 70 

10. Ilyas Maulana Nasution 54 70 

11. Maulana Al-Akhyar 44 80 

12. Muhammad Abid Raditya 50 64 

13.  Muhammad Imam Fikri 40 54 

14. Muhammad Fikri Alwi 48 60 

15. Muhammad Zaki Hilman 50 62 
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16. M. Raditya Harahap 40 66 

17. Rafid Arif Maulana 48 60 

18. Raihan Taqiuddin Luthfi 48 66 

19. Raka Fatihal Hajar 48 62 

20. Reza Abdi 50 64 

21. Satria Yellow Razzaq 54 68 

22. Taufik Nasution 40 58 

23. Tondi Ramadhan NST 70 82 

24. Wathan Mujahada 50 62 

 Total 1.210 1.644 

 Mean 50.41 68.5 

 

  Basediion the tableinabove, the students‟ readingincomprehension in 

narrative textiin control class referedithat the lowest scoreiof pre-test  was 40, and 

the highestiscore of pre-test was 70iand the mean ofipre-test  was 50,41. Onithe 

other hand theilowest score ofipost –test was 54, and theihighest score ofipost-test 

was 86 andithe mean of post-testiwas 68,5. 

 

4.2 Data Analysis 

4.2.1 Normality Testing  

 Normality testing utilized to determine if the data set is well –modeled by 

a normal distribution and how to compute how likely it is for a random 

variable underlying the data set to be normally distributed. 
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1. Normality Testing of Experimental Class 

Table 4.3 

Frequency Distribution of Pre-Test in Experimental Class 

No Xi Fi FiXi Xi2 FiXi2 

1 34 1 34 1156 1156 

2 38 1 38 1444 1444 

3 40 2 80 1600 3200 

4 46 2 92 2116 4232 

5 50 1 50 2500 2500 

6 52 1 52 2704 2704 

7 56 2 112 3136 6272 

8 58 5 290 3364 16820 

9 60 2 120 3600 7200 

10 62 1 62 3844 3844 

11 66 1 66 4356 4356 

12 70 4 280 4900 19600 

13 72 2 144 5184 10368 

14 74 3 222 5476 16428 

15 82 1 82 6724 6724 

Total 29 1724 52104 106848 

 

  Based on the data above, the result of Fixi
2
 is 106848 and Fixi is 1724. 

Then the following is the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation. 

a. Mean  

 ̅   
∑ 𝑖  𝑖

∑ 𝑖
 

Where : 

 ̅  = Mean of variable x 
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∑FiXi  =  Total number of score 

∑Fi  = Number of sample 

So,  

 ̅  
    

  
 

 ̅ = 59,45 

b. Variant 

Where  

S
2 

=Variant 

N = Number of sample 

So,  

S
2
 =  ∑       ∑      

      
 

S
2
  =                    

        
 

S
2
 =                   

      
 

S
2
 =        

   
 

S
2
 =155.684 
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c. Standart Deviation 

 S=     

S=       684 

S= 12,48 

        After obtaining the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation, and 

then the next step is to found the normality of the test. It means that the test was 

given to the students is observed by liliefors test. The calculation of normality 

writing descriptive text can be seen in the following table: 

Table 4.4  

Normality Testing of Pre-test in Experimental Class 

No. X Zi F(zi) S(zi) IF(zi)-S(zi)I IF(zi)-S(zi)I 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 34 -2.03926282 0.0207119 0.03448276 -0.013770857 0.013770857 

2 38 -1.71875 0.04282995 0.06896552 -0.026135566 0.026135566 

3 40 -1.55849359 0.05955814 0.13793103 -0.078372891 0.078372891 

4 40 -1.55849359 0.05955814 0.13793103 -0.078372891 0.078372891 

5 46 -1.07772436 0.14057839 0.20689655 -0.066318159 0.066318159 

6 46 -1.07772436 0.14057839 0.20689655 -0.066318159 0.066318159 

7 50 -0.75721154 0.22446157 0.24137931 -0.016917741 0.016917741 

8 52 -0.59695513 0.27526867 0.27586207 -0.000593399 0.000593399 

9 56 -0.27644231 0.39110418 0.34482759 0.046276596 0.046276596 

10 56 -0.27644231 0.39110418 0.34482759 0.046276596 0.046276596 

11 58 -0.1161859 0.45375261 0.51724138 -0.063488773 0.063488773 

12 58 -0.1161859 0.45375261 0.51724138 -0.063488773 0.063488773 

13 58 -0.1161859 0.45375261 0.51724138 -0.063488773 0.063488773 

14 58 -0.1161859 0.45375261 0.51724138 -0.063488773 0.063488773 

15 58 -0.1161859 0.45375261 0.51724138 -0.063488773 0.063488773 

16 60 0.044070513 0.5175759 0.5862069 -0.068630995 0.068630995 

17 60 0.044070513 0.5175759 0.5862069 -0.068630995 0.068630995 
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18 62 0.204326923 0.58095098 0.62068966 -0.039738671 0.039738671 

19 66 0.524839744 0.7001527 0.65517241 0.044980286 0.044980286 

20 70 0.845352564 0.80104299 0.79310345 0.007939541 0.007939541 

21 70 0.845352564 0.80104299 0.79310345 0.007939541 0.007939541 

22 70 0.845352564 0.80104299 0.79310345 0.007939541 0.007939541 

23 70 0.845352564 0.80104299 0.79310345 0.007939541 0.007939541 

24 72 1.005608974 0.84269815 0.86206897 -0.019370818 0.019370818 

25 72 1.005608974 0.84269815 0.86206897 -0.019370818 0.019370818 

26 74 1.165865385 0.87816556 0.96551724 -0.08735168 0.08735168 

27 74 1.165865385 0.87816556 0.96551724 -0.08735168 0.08735168 

28 74 1.165865385 0.87816556 0.96551724 -0.08735168 0.08735168 

29 82 1.806891026 0.96461036 1 -0.035389636 0.035389636 

Mean 59.44828       Lo 0.087 

SD 12.47737       Lt 0.161 

 

From the table above, the L observation (L0) value is obtained which is taken 

from the L value which is the largest among the differences, from the table above 

L observation (L0) =0,087,  after knowing Liliofers observation , it is consulted 

through the liliofers table  as the significance level = 0.05 and n = 29 from the 

list of critical value of liliofer table   (Lt ) = 0,161 .So  it can conclude that 

coefficient the data distribution L0( 0.087 ) < Lt( 0.161 ). Therefore, it means that 

th e data pre-test in experiment class is Normal 

a. Finding Z score  

Formula : Zi 1 =   =
    ̅

 
 

Zi 1 = 
        

     
        

Zi 2 = 
        

     
        

Zi 3 = 
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Zi 4= 
        

     
        

Zi 5 = 
        

     
        

Zi 6 =
        

     
        

Zi 7= 
        

     
        

Zi 8 = 
        

     
        

Zi 9 = 
        

     
       

Zi 10= 
        

     
       

Zi 11 = 
        

     
       

Zi 12 = 
        

     
 0.848 

Zi 13 =
        

     
  1.005 

Zi 14 = 
        

     
  1.165 

Zi 15 =
        

     
       

 

b. Finding  S(Zi)  

S( Zi) =
    

 
  

 

  
 0.034 
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 0.586 

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
       

 
  

  
  1 
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Table.4.5  

Frequency Distribution of Post-Test In Experimental Class 

No Xi Fi FiXi Xi2 FiXi2 

1 62 2 124 3844 7688 

2 64 1 64 4096 4096 

3 66 2 132 4356 8712 

4 68 2 136 4624 9248 

5 70 3 210 4900 14700 

6 72 1 72 5184 5184 

7 76 4 304 5776 23104 

8 78 2 156 6084 12168 

9 80 4 320 6400 25600 

10 82 2 164 6724 13448 

11 86 1 86 7396 7396 

12 88 1 88 7744 7744 

13 90 2 180 8100 16200 

14 92 2 184 8464 16928 

Total 29 2220 83692 172216 

 

  Based on the data above, the result of Fixi
2
 is 172216 and Fixi is 2220. 

Then the following is the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation. 

a. Mean  

 ̅   
∑ 𝑖  𝑖

∑ 𝑖
 

Where : 

 ̅  = Mean of variable x 
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∑FiXi  =  Total number of score 

∑Fi  = Number of sample 

So,  

 ̅  
    

  
 

 ̅ = 76.55 

b. Variant 

Where  

S
2 

=Variant 

N = Number of sample 

So,  

S
2
 =  ∑       ∑      

      
 

S
2
  =                    

        
 

S
2
 =                   

      
 

S
2
 =       

   
 

S
2
 =81.11 
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c. Standart Deviation 

 S=     

S=        

S= 9.01 

        After obtaining the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation, and 

then the next step is to found the normality of the test. It means that the test was 

given to the students is observed by liliefors test. The calculation of normality 

writing descriptive text can be seen in the following table: 

Table 4.6 

Normality Testing of Post-Test in Experimental Test 

No X Zi F(zi) S(zi) IF(zi)-S(zi)I IF(zi)-S(zi)I 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 62 -1.614872364 0.053169169 0.068965517 -0.015796348 0.015796348 

2 62 -1.614872364 0.053169169 0.068965517 -0.015796348 0.015796348 

3 64 -1.392896781 0.081825503 0.103448276 -0.021622773 0.021622773 

4 66 -1.170921199 0.120815227 0.172413793 -0.051598566 0.051598566 

5 66 -1.170921199 0.120815227 0.172413793 -0.051598566 0.051598566 

6 68 -0.948945616 0.171324136 0.24137931 -0.070055174 0.070055174 

7 68 -0.948945616 0.171324136 0.24137931 -0.070055174 0.070055174 

8 70 -0.726970033 0.233622157 0.344827586 -0.11120543 0.11120543 

9 70 -0.726970033 0.233622157 0.344827586 -0.11120543 0.11120543 

10 70 -0.726970033 0.233622157 0.344827586 -0.11120543 0.11120543 

11 72 -0.504994451 0.306781367 0.379310345 -0.072528978 0.072528978 

12 76 -0.061043285 0.475662368 0.517241379 -0.041579011 0.041579011 

13 76 -0.061043285 0.475662368 0.517241379 -0.041579011 0.041579011 

14 76 -0.061043285 0.475662368 0.517241379 -0.041579011 0.041579011 

15 76 -0.061043285 0.475662368 0.517241379 -0.041579011 0.041579011 

16 78 0.160932297 0.563926638 0.586206897 -0.022280259 0.022280259 

17 78 0.160932297 0.563926638 0.586206897 -0.022280259 0.022280259 
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18 80 0.38290788 0.649105966 0.724137931 -0.075031965 0.075031965 

19 80 0.38290788 0.649105966 0.724137931 -0.075031965 0.075031965 

20 80 0.38290788 0.649105966 0.724137931 -0.075031965 0.075031965 

21 80 0.38290788 0.649105966 0.724137931 -0.075031965 0.075031965 

22 82 0.604883463 0.727371784 0.793103448 -0.065731664 0.065731664 

23 82 0.604883463 0.727371784 0.793103448 -0.065731664 0.065731664 

24 86 1.048834628 0.852872882 0.827586207 0.025286675 0.025286675 

25 88 1.270810211 0.898101912 0.862068966 0.036032947 0.036032947 

26 90 1.492785794 0.932253366 0.931034483 0.001218884 0.001218884 

27 90 1.492785794 0.932253366 0.931034483 0.001218884 0.001218884 

28 92 1.714761376 0.956805507 1 -0.043194493 0.043194493 

29 92 1.714761376 0.956805507 1 -0.043194493 0.043194493 

Mean 76.5517       Lo 0.111 

SD 9.00629       Lt 0.161 

 

From the table above, the L observation (L0) value is obtained which is taken 

from the L value which is the largest among the differences, from the table above 

L observation (L0) =0,111,  after knowing Liliofers observation , it is consulted 

through the liliofers table  as the significance level = 0.05 and n = 29 from the 

list of critical value of liliofer table   (Lt ) = 0,161 .So  it can conclude that 

coefficient the data distribution L0( 0.111 ) < Lt( 0.161 ). Therefore, it means that 

the data pre-test in experiment class is Normal 

a. Finding Z score  

Formula : Zi 1 =   =
    ̅

 
 

Zi 1 = 
        

    
        

Zi 2 = 
        

    
        

Zi 3 = 
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Zi 4= 
        

    
        

Zi 5 = 
        

    
        

Zi 6 =
        

    
        

Zi 7= 
        

    
        

Zi 8 = 
        

    
        

Zi 9 = 
        

    
       

Zi 10= 
        

    
       

Zi 11 = 
        

    
       

Zi 12 = 
        

    
  1.270 

Zi 13 =
        

    
  1.492 

Zi 14 = 
        

    
  1.714 

b. Finding  S(Zi)  

S( Zi) =
    

 
  

 

  
 0.068 
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  0.724 
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Table. 4.7 

Frequency Distribution of Pre-Test In Control Class 

No Xi Fi FiXi Xi2 FiXi2 

1 40 4 160 1600 6400 

2 42 1 42 1764 1764 

3 44 1 44 1936 1936 

4 48 5 240 2304 11520 

5 50 4 200 2500 10000 

6 52 3 156 2704 8112 

7 54 2 108 2916 5832 

8 58 1 58 3364 3364 

9 66 2 132 4356 8712 

10 70 1 70 4900 4900 

Total 24 1210 28344 62540 

 

  Based on the data above, the outcome of Fixi
2
 is 62540 and Fixi is 1210. 

Then the following is the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation. 

a. Mean  

 ̅   
∑ 𝑖  𝑖

∑ 𝑖
 

Where : 

 ̅  = Mean of variable x 

∑FiXi  =  Total number of score 

∑Fi  = Number of sample 

So,  
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 ̅  
    

  
 

 ̅ = 50,41 

b. Variant 

Where  

S
2 

=Variant 

N = Number of sample 

So,  

S
2
 =  ∑       ∑      

      
 

S
2
  =                   

        
 

S
2
 =                   

      
 

S
2
 =      

   
 

S
2
 = 66,77 

c. Standart Deviation 

 S=     

S=        

S= 8,17 
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        After obtaining the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation, and 

then the next step is to found the normality of the test. It means that the test was 

given to the students is observed by liliefors test. The calculation of normality 

writing  bdescriptive text can be seen in the following table: 

Table 4.8 

Normality Test of Pre Test in Control Class 

No. X Zi F(zi) S(zi) IF(zi)-S(zi)I IF(zi)-S(zi)I 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 40 -1.275397797 0.101084239 0.166666667 -0.065582428 0.065582428 

2 40 -1.275397797 0.101084239 0.166666667 -0.065582428 0.065582428 

3 40 -1.275397797 0.101084239 0.166666667 -0.065582428 0.065582428 

4 40 -1.275397797 0.101084239 0.166666667 -0.065582428 0.065582428 

5 42 -1.030599755 0.151364275 0.208333333 -0.056969058 0.056969058 

6 44 -0.785801714 0.215991831 0.25 -0.034008169 0.034008169 

7 48 -0.29620563 0.383536525 0.458333333 -0.074796809 0.074796809 

8 48 -0.29620563 0.383536525 0.458333333 -0.074796809 0.074796809 

9 48 -0.29620563 0.383536525 0.458333333 -0.074796809 0.074796809 

10 48 -0.29620563 0.383536525 0.458333333 -0.074796809 0.074796809 

11 48 -0.29620563 0.383536525 0.458333333 -0.074796809 0.074796809 

12 50 -0.051407589 0.479500369 0.625 -0.145499631 0.145499631 

13 50 -0.051407589 0.479500369 0.625 -0.145499631 0.145499631 

14 50 -0.051407589 0.479500369 0.625 -0.145499631 0.145499631 

15 50 -0.051407589 0.479500369 0.625 -0.145499631 0.145499631 

16 52 0.193390453 0.576673404 0.75 -0.173326596 0.173326596 

17 52 0.193390453 0.576673404 0.75 -0.173326596 0.173326596 

18 52 0.193390453 0.576673404 0.75 -0.173326596 0.173326596 

19 54 0.438188494 0.669375176 0.833333333 -0.163958157 0.163958157 

20 54 0.438188494 0.669375176 0.833333333 -0.163958157 0.163958157 

21 58 0.927784578 0.823240337 0.875 -0.051759663 0.051759663 

22 66 1.906976744 0.9717382 0.958333333 0.013404867 0.013404867 

23 66 1.906976744 0.9717382 0.958333333 0.013404867 0.013404867 

24 70 2.396572827 0.991725398 1 -0.008274602 0.008274602 

Mean 50.4167       Lo 0.173 

SD 8.17162       Lt 0.173 
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From the table above, the L observation (L0) value is obtained which is taken 

from the L value which is the largest among the differences, from the table above 

L observation (L0) =0,173,  after knowing Liliofers observation , it is consulted 

through the liliofers table  as the significance level = 0.05 and n = 24 from the 

list of critical value of liliofer table   (Lt ) = 0,173 .So  it can conclude that 

coefficient the data distribution L0( 0. 173 ) < Lt( 0.173 ). Therefore, it means that 

the data pre-test in experiment class is Normal. 

a. Finding Z score  

Formula : Zi 1 =   =
    ̅

 
 

Zi 1 = 
        

    
        

Zi 2 = 
        

    
        

Zi 3 = 
        

    
        

Zi 4= 
        

    
        

Zi 5 = 
        

    
        

Zi 6 =
        

    
       

Zi 7= 
        

    
       

Zi 8 = 
        

    
        

Zi 9 = 
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Zi 10= 
        

    
       

b. Finding  S(Zi)  

S( Zi) =
    

 
  

 

  
 0.166 

 

  
       

 

  
      

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
      

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
  0.958 
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Table.4.9 

Frequency Distribution of Post-Test In Control Class 

No Xi Fi FiXi Xi2 FiXi2 

1 54 1 54 2916 2916 

2 58 1 58 3364 3364 

3 60 2 180 3600 10800 

4 62 3 124 3844 7688 

5 64 4 256 4096 16384 

6 66 3 198 4356 13068 

7 68 1 68 4624 4624 

8 70 3 210 4900 14700 

9 72 1 72 5184 5184 

10 74 1 74 5476 5476 

11 76 1 76 5776 5776 

12 80 1 80 6400 6400 

13 82 1 82 6724 6724 

14 86 1 86 7396 7396 

Total 24 1618 68656 110500 

 

  Based on the data above, the result of Fixi
2
 is 110500 and Fixi is 1618. 

Then the following is the calculation of mean, variant and standart deviation. 

a. Mean  

 ̅   
∑ 𝑖  𝑖

∑ 𝑖
 

Where : 

 ̅  = Mean of variable x 

∑FiXi  =  Total number of score 
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∑Fi  = Number of sample 

So,  

 ̅  
    

  
 

 ̅ = 67,42 

b. Variant 

Where  

S
2 

=Variant 

N = Number of sample 

So,  

S
2
 =  ∑       ∑      

      
 

S
2
  =                    

        
 

S
2
 =                  

      
 

S
2
 =      

   
 

S
2
 = 61.73 
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c. Standart Deviation 

 S=     

S=        

S= 7.78 

Table 4.8 

Normality Test of Post Test in Control Class 

No. X Zi F(zi) S(zi) IF(zi)-S(zi)I IF(zi)-S(zi)I 

- 1 2 3 4 5 6 

1 54 -1.735218509 0.041351055 0.041666667 -0.000315612 0.000315612 

2 58 -1.221079692 0.111027924 0.068965517 0.042062407 0.042062407 

3 60 -0.964010283 0.167520385 0.137931034 0.029589351 0.029589351 

4 60 -0.964010283 0.167520385 0.137931034 0.029589351 0.029589351 

5 62 -0.706940874 0.239801611 0.291666667 -0.051865056 0.051865056 

6 62 -0.706940874 0.239801611 0.291666667 -0.051865056 0.051865056 

7 62 -0.706940874 0.239801611 0.291666667 -0.051865056 0.051865056 

8 64 -0.449871465 0.326401562 0.458333333 -0.131931771 0.131931771 

9 64 -0.449871465 0.326401562 0.458333333 -0.131931771 0.131931771 

10 64 -0.449871465 0.326401562 0.458333333 -0.131931771 0.131931771 

11 64 -0.449871465 0.326401562 0.458333333 -0.131931771 0.131931771 

12 66 -0.192802057 0.423556996 0.583333333 -0.159776337 0.159776337 

13 66 -0.192802057 0.423556996 0.583333333 -0.159776337 0.159776337 

14 66 -0.192802057 0.423556996 0.583333333 -0.159776337 0.159776337 

15 68 0.064267352 0.525621326 0.625 -0.099378674 0.099378674 

16 70 0.321336761 0.626022399 0.75 -0.123977601 0.123977601 

17 70 0.321336761 0.626022399 0.75 -0.123977601 0.123977601 

18 70 0.321336761 0.626022399 0.75 -0.123977601 0.123977601 

19 72 0.57840617 0.718505035 0.791666667 -0.073161631 0.073161631 

20 74 0.835475578 0.798275004 0.833333333 -0.035058329 0.035058329 

21 76 1.092544987 0.862703186 0.875 -0.012296814 0.012296814 

22 80 1.606683805 0.945938126 0.916666667 0.029271459 0.029271459 

23 82 1.863753213 0.968821816 0.958333333 0.010488482 0.010488482 

24 86 2.377892031 0.991294038 1 -0.008705962 0.008705962 
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Mean 67.5       Lo 0.159 

SD 7.78516       Lt 0.173 

 

From the table above, the L observation (L0) value is obtained which is taken 

from the L value which is the largest among the differences, from the table above 

L observation (L0) =0,159,  after knowing Liliofers observation , it is consulted 

through the liliofers table  as the significance level = 0.05 and n = 24 from the 

list of critical value of liliofer table   (Lt ) = 0,173 .So  it can conclude that 

coefficient the data distribution L0( 0. 159 ) < Lt( 0.173 ). Therefore, it means that 

the data pre-test in experiment class is Normal. 

c. Finding Z score  

Formula : Zi 1 =   =
    ̅

 
 

Zi 1 = 
       

    
        

Zi 2 = 
       

    
        

Zi 3 = 
       

    
        

Zi 4= 
       

    
        

Zi 5 = 
       

    
        

Zi 6 =
       

    
        

Zi 7= 
       

    
       

Zi 8 = 
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Zi 9 = 
       

    
       

Zi 10= 
       

    
        

Zi 11 = 
       

    
       

Zi 12 = 
       

    
  1.606 

Zi 13 =
       

    
  1.863 

Zi 14 = 
       

    
  2.377 

d. Finding  S(Zi)  

S( Zi) =
    

 
  

 

  
 0.041 
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  0.791 

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
       

  

  
   

 

4.2.2 Homogeneity Testing  

 Homegeneity testing is to analyze whether or not the scores of population 

is homogeneous. The researcher applied the variance homogeneity test to test the 

varience of two samples, thet are experimental class and controul class.  

1. Homegeneity Testing of Pre-test  

F= 
               

              
 

=  
     

     
 = 1.52 

 Ftable for dk numerator (V1) = n-1= 29-1= 28 and dk denominator (V2)= 

n-1= 24-1= 23 at significant level α = 0.05 is not contained in the table. Therefore 

we used the formula = FINV (probability;deg_freedom1;_deg_freedom2) in 

Microsoft excel, so that that the Ftableis 1.96. If the Ftable  price is compared with 
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Fcount, Fcount<Ftableor 1.52 < 1.96. Then it can be said that the data for both classes 

is homogenous 

2. Homogeneity Testing Of Post-Test  

 F= 
               

             
 

    

     
 =1.16 

 Then Ftable for dk numerator (V1) = n-1= 29-1= 28 and dk denominator 

(V2)= n-1= 28-1= 24 at significant level α = 0.05 is not contained in the table. 

There for we use the formula = FINV (probability;deg_freedom1;_deg_freedom2) 

in Microsoft excel, so that that the Ftableis 1.834. If the Ftable  price is compared 

with Fcount, Fcount< Ftableor 1.16 < 1.96. Then it can be said that the data for both 

classes is homogenous. 

4.2.3 Hypothesis Testing 

 Having finished doing data processing above, the next step is by doing 

hyphotesis test. Based on the result of test of normality and homogeneity test that 

have been conducted, the data showed normal and homogeneous. So, that it can 

continue testing balance or avarage similarity test using t-test. 

 And the  analysis was computed by applying the t-test formula to discover 

the hypothesis of this research was accepted or rejected. The formula stated as the 

following: 
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t = 
       

  
   

   

 

   

 

with : 

S2 = 
                       

         
 

Where:  

t = wide area achieved  

n1 = Many students in the experimental group sample  

n2 = Many students in the control group sample  

    = Standard deviation experimental group  

    = Standard deviation of the control group  

S2 = Combined variance of S1 and S2  

𝑋    = Average student scores of the experimental group 

X  = Average score of control group students  

 

from processing of the data is known: 

𝑋  1=76.55    

𝑋  2= 67.5 

    = 9.04 

   = 7.78 

  n1 = 29 

n2 = 24 
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combined varience (S
2
) : 

S2 = 
                       

         
 

S2 = 
                       

         
 

S2 = 
              

         
 

S2 = 
      

  
 

S2= 8.47 

S=       

S= 2.91 

t count = 
       

  
   

   

 

   

 

tcount = 
          

     
   

   

 

   

 

tcount = 
    

               
 

tcount= 
    

               
 

tcount =
    

      
 

tcount= 11.277 

 from the   computation above, it can be seen that tobserved = 11.277. The 

testing hypothesis is conducted in order to find out whether that hypothesis is 

accepted or rejected. The basis of testing hypothesis is that Ha is accepted if the 

tcount> ttable. In this study the calculation of the scores uses t-test for the degree of 
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freedom 51 ( df= 29+24-2) at the level of significant 0.05 that the critical value is 

2.000.  

 after the scores were calculated, it was found that in this study the tcountis 

higher than the ttable. It can be seen as follow: 

tcount> ttable( = 0.05) with df 51 

11.277 > 2.000 

 From this result showed that null hypothesis was rejected, the hypothesis 

fomulated as “ there is significant influence of using direct interaction strategy in 

teaching reading comprehension”. It means that interaction strategy significantly 

influence students‟reading comprehension in narrative text. It was shown by the 

data from post-test in experiment class ( 76.55) is higher than post-test in control 

class (67.5). 

 

4.3 DISCUSSION 

 There was a significant difference on students‟ reading comprehension in 

reading narrative test by using Interaction strategy in teaching reading 

comprehension. The students that were taught by using Interaction Strategy in 

teaching reading comprehension  have higher score than were taught by 

conventional method.  

 It was explained in Chapter II that the purpose of Direct Interaction 

Strategy is  teacher and students have a reciprocal effect upon each other through 

which they say and do. It is supported by Douglas said: In the classroom, the main 

goal of the interaction between the teacher and the students is transferring 

knowledge or information. Interaction is the heart of communication. It is in the 
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interaction what communication all about is found. It can be in the forms of 

sending messages, receiving them, interpreting them, or negotiating meanings. 

Communication plays a central role in all classroom activities. Classroom 

communication is similar to other communication forms. But, the classroom 

communication differs as a function of unique purposes, environment, and 

participation form 

 From the calculation above it found that t-observed = 11,277 whereas the 

t-table = 2,000. It shows that students‟ reading comprehension in reading narrative 

text by using direct interaction strategy was significant at α = 0,05. From the 

result, the researcher found that there was significant of the students‟ reading 

comprehension in reading narrative text that were taught by direct interaction 

strategy. This means that the students‟ reading comprehension that were taught by 

direct interaction strategy was better than taught by conventional method. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND SUGESTION 

5.1 Conclusion 

Based on the the result of the research, it can be concludes that by using 

Direct Interaction Strategy in Teaching Reading Comprehension at Eight Grade 

in MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan in academic year of 2020/2021 the 

researcher takes the conclusion as follow:   

1. The students‟ comprehension in reading text that was taught by using 

conventional method got mean 50,41 in pre-test with the minimum score 

was 40 and maximum score was 70. While in post-test got mean 68,5 

with the minimum score was 54 and maximum score was 86.  

2. The students‟ comprehension in reading text that was taught by using 

direct interaction strategy got mean 59,45 in pre-test with the minimum 

score was 38 and maximum score was 82. While in post-test got mean 

76,55 with the minimum score was 62 and maximum score was 92.  

3. There is significant effect of using direct interaction strategy in 

teaching reading comprehension at eight grade. This suppport from 

The analysis of data,  it can be seen the coefficient of tcount = 11,277 

with the level  α= 0.05, dk= n1+ n2- 2. So, dk= 29+24-2 = 51, which the 

real level of ttable=2.000. It was found that the value of tcount(11,277) is 

higher than the value of ttable (2,000). It can be seen as follow: 11,277> 

2,000 this result showed that null hypothesis was rejected, the 

hypothesis formulated as” there is significant effect of using direct 
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interaction strategy in teaching reading comprehension in narrative 

text.” 

 

5.2 Suggestion 

Based on the conlclusion, the researcher give some suggestions: 

1. For the English teachers are suggested to use direct interaction strategy in 

teaching reading text in order to increase Students‟ Reading 

Comprehension in Narrative Text. 

2. For the students to increase the ability in reading comprehension by 

using direct interaction strategy in reading text because it can make 

students more easily to understand the text, to motivate the students, add 

the science knowledge, overcome their difficulties in reading text and 

provide long term support for students‟s development of reading 

comprehension.  

3. For other researcher who are interested in conducting same research have 

to explore knowledge in order to give benefit on the research result.  
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Appendix 1 

LESSON PLAN 

EXPERIMENT CLASS 

 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan 

Subject    : English 

Class/ Semester : VIII-1 / 1 

Language Skill : Reading 

Topic   : Cinderella 

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Comptence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To answer the meaning in the essay that utilizes type written text precisely, 

eloquently, and accurately in daily live context and access knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

1. To know the social function of narrative text. 

2. To know the specific information of narrative text. 

3. To know content of narrative text. 

 

 

 



 

 
 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

1. Students are can know the social function of narrative text. 

2. Students are can know the specific information of narrative text. 

3. Students are can know content of narrative text. 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it tries to 

find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To entertain the reader with the story. 

Generic Structure : 

1. Orientation : Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is influenced by b to the story. 

2. Complication: Recount the beginning of the matters which leads to the crisis 

of the main participants. 

3. Resolution : The matter is resolved, either in a happy ending or in a sad  

ending.  

4. Re-orientation : Closing remark to the story and it is choose. It is consist of 

a moral lesson, admonition or teaching from the writer. 

  Language Feature 

1. Utilizing partion action verb 

Example : climbed, turned, etc.  

2. Utilizing specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

Example : The king, the queen, etc. 

3. Utilizing adjectives which are for noun phrase. 



 

 
 

Example : long black hair, two red apples, etc.  

4. Utilizing time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events. 

Example : Then, before, after, etc. 

5. Utilizing adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events. 

Example : Here, in the mountain, ever after, etc. 

6. Utilizing dialogue to obtain an emotional answer from the reader. 

7. Utilizing past tense. 

8. Utilizing of kind of simple, compound and complex sentences.  

 

F. Teaching Method 

Direct Interaction Strategy 

G. Teaching Learning Activities 

No. Activity Time 

1. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How 

are you? Teacher requires the 

class monitor to lead the prayer 

for beginning the study. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance. 

 Teacher illustrates about what 

the class is going to do in the 

meeting. 

5 Minutes 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will offer several texts 

to students, and then the 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

students will choose one of the 

texts. 

 Teacher will offer an object to 

students will observes and 

personalize the object. 

 Teacher will summon the 

students to inform all the 

questions in their opinion about 

the object. 

 Teacher and students read the 

text together with, teacher read 

aloud. There will be a rich 

discussion and interaction 

around the text. 

 Students look for the 

information  about the topic for 

additional questions and for 

answer to questions.   

 Students share information and 

opinion through the utilize of 

group projects, or oral report 

what they have learned. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson. Teacher will offer 

repair and strengthening to the 

students. 

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study 

again at home what they have 

learned in the class. 

5 Minutes 

 



 

 
 

H. Material / Source 

1. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

2. Source 

 English Book 

 Narrative Text 

 Internet 

 

I. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  : Answer question 

 Instrument :  

Cinderella 

Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived with her 

step mother and two step sisters.  

The step mother and sisters were arrogant and bad tempered. They treated 

Cinderella not good. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest works in the 

house; like scrubbing brush, washing the plates and preparing breakfast and 

dinner for the family. The two step sisters did not work about the house like 

Cinderella did. Their mother just gave to the two step sisters many beautiful 

dresses to wear.  



 

 
 

One day, the two step sister accepted an invitation to the ball that the 

king‟s son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent 

so much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 

came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 

had left.  

“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her 

fairy godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” 

said Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, „you‟ve been such a cheerful, 

hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 

ball”.  

Magically, the fairy godmother become different a pumpkin into a fine 

coach and mice into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped 

Cinderella‟s raged dress with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then 

she gave her a pair of pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You 

must leave before midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach.  

Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and 

again with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran 

toward the door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was 

left behind. A few days later, the king‟ son declared that he would marry the girl 

whose feet fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was 

too small for them, no problem how hard they push dwon their toes into glass 

slipper. In the end, the king‟s page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out 

her foot and the page slipped the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. Finally, she was 



 

 
 

driven to the palace. The king‟s son was very happy to see Cinderella again. They 

were married and live happily ever after. 

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. With whom did Cinderella live?  

2. Who did invite all of the girls in the kingdom for a ball in the castle?  

3. Why did Cinderella feel sad and begin to cry?  

4. Who did help Cinderella go to the ball?  

5. With whom did the Prince finally marry?  

 

Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items         
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LESSON PLAN II 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan 

Subject  : English 

Class/ Semester : VIII-1 / 1 

Language Skill : Reading 

Topic   : Snow White  

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Comptence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To answer the meaning in the essay that utilizes type written text precisely, 

eloquently, and accurately in daily live context and access knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

1. To know the social function of narrative text. 

2. To know the specific information of narrative text. 

3. To know content of narrative text. 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

1. Students are able to know the social function of narrative text. 

2. Students are able to know the specific information of narrative text. 

3. Students are able to know content of narrative text. 

 



 

 
 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it tries to 

find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To entertain the reader with a story. 

Generic Structure : 

1. Orientation : Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is involved to the story. 

2. Complication : Recounts the beginning of the matters which leads to the 

crisis of the main participants. 

3. Resolution : The matter is resolved, either in a happy ending or sad ending.  

4. Re-orientation : closing remark to the story and it is optional. It is consists of a 

moral lesson, admonition or teaching from the writer.  

Language Feature 

1. Utilizing kind action verb  

2. Utilizing specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

3.Utilizing adjectives which are for noun phrase. 

4. Utilizing time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events.  

5. Utilizing adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events.  

6. Utilizing dialogue to elicit an emotional response from the reader.  

7. Utilizing past tense. 

8. Utilizing of type of simple, compound and complex sentences.  

F. Teaching Method 

Direct Interaction Strategy 

 

 



 

 
 

G. Teaching Learning Activities 

No. Activity Time 

1. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How are 

you? Teacher requires the class 

monitor to lead the prayer before 

starting the lesson. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance Teacher explanations 

about what the class is going to 

do in the meeting. 

5 Minutes 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will offer several texts to 

students, and then students will 

choose one of the texts. 

 Teacher will give an object to the 

students will observes and 

personalize the object. 

 Teacher will invite the students 

to inform all questions in their 

opinion about the object in front 

of class. 

 Teacher and students read the 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

text together with, teacher read 

aloud. There will be a rich 

discussion and interaction around 

the text. 

 Students looking for the 

information  about the topic for 

additional questions and for 

answer to questions.   

 Students share information and 

opinion through the utilize of 

group projects, or oral report 

what they have learned in the 

class. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson. Teacher will give 

improvement and reinforcement 

to the students. 

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study at 

home again what have learned in 

the class. 

5 Minutes 

 

 



 

 
 

H. Material / Source 

1. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

2. Source 

 English book 

 Narrative text 

 Internet 

3. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  :  Answer question 

 Instrument 

Snow White 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Snow White. Snow White 

lived with her Aunt and Uncle because her parents were dead. One day she heard 

her Uncle and Aunt discussing about leaving her in the castle because they both 

wanted to go to America and they didn‟t have much money to take Snow White.  

Snow White did not want her Uncle and Aunt leaving her,so Snow White 

established it would be best if she ran away. The next morning she ran away from 

home when her Aunt and Uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the 

woods.  

Then she saw this little cottage. She knocked but no one answered so she 

went inside and fell asleep. Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were coming home from 



 

 
 

work. They went inside. There they found Snow White sleeping. Then Snow 

White woke up. She saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said, “What is your name?” 

Snow White said, “My name is Snow White.”  

Then, Snow White told the dwarfs the whole story. The dwarfs said, “If 

you want, you may live here with us.‟‟ Snow White answered, “Oh could I? 

Thank  you.” Finally, Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after.  

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. What type of the text is used by writer?  

2. Why Snow White ran away to the woods?  

3. When did Snow White run away to the woods?  

4. Where did Snow White live after she ran away to the woods?  

5. What is the purpose of this text ? 

 

 Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items 
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LESSON PLAN III 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan 

Subject  : English 

Class/ Semester : VIII-1 / 1 

Language Skill : Reading 

Topic   : The Lion and The Mouse  

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Competence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To respond the meaning in the essay that uses various written text 

accurately, fluently, and appropriately in daily live context and access knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

1. To identify the social function of narrative text. 

2. To identify the specific information of narrative text. 

3. To identify content of narrative text. 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

1. Students are able to identify the social function of narrative text. 

2. Students are able to identify the specific information of narrative text. 

3. Students are able to identify content of narrative text. 

 



 

 
 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it tries to 

find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To amuse or to entertain the reader with a story. 

Generic Structure : 

1. Orientation: Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is involved to the story. 

For example : Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and 

down upon him, this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him and 

open his big jaws to swallow him. 

2. Complication: Tells the beginning of the problems which leads to the crisis of 

the main participants. 

For example : “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, “Forgive me this time, I 

shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a good turn some of these 

days”.  

3. Resolution : The problem (the crisis) is resolved, either in a happy ending or 

in a sad (tragic) ending.  

For example : Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who 

wanted to carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search 

of a wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see 

the sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. 

4. Re-orientation : closing remark to the story and it is optional. It is consists of a 

moral lesson, advice or teaching from the writer.  



 

 
 

For example : Soon after the little mouse had finished gnawing away the 

ropes, he asked the lion to run away. 

Language Feature 

1. Using part action verb  

Examples : climbed, turned, brought, etc. 

2. Using specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

 Examples : The king, the queen, etc.  

3.Using adjectives which are for noun phrase. 

 Examples : long black hair, two red apples, etc. 

4. Using time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events.  

Examples : Then, before, after, soon, etc.  

5.Using adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events. 

 Examples : Here, in the mountain, ever after, etc.  

6. Using dialogue to elicit an emotional response from the reader.  

7. Using past tense. 

8. Using of variety of simple, compound and complex sentences.  

F. Teaching Method 

Direct Interaction Strategy 

G. Teaching Learning Activities 

No. Activity Time 

1. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How 

are you? What is your feeling 

5 Minutes 



 

 
 

today?” 

 Teacher asks the class monitor 

to lead the prayer. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance by asking: Who is 

absent today? Where is she/he? 

 Teacher explanations about 

what the class is going to do in 

the meeting. 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will give some texts, 

then students will choose one of 

the texts. 

 Teacher will give an object to 

the students will observes and 

personalize the object. 

 Teacher will invite the students 

to convey all questions in their 

mind about the object. 

 Teacher and students read the 

text together, teacher read 

aloud. There will be a rich 

discussion and interaction 

around the text. 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

 Students search information  

about the topic for additional 

questions and for answer to 

questions.   

 Students create graphic 

organizers to integrate 

information learned. 

 Students share information and 

idea through the use of posters, 

diagrams, group projects, or 

oral report what they have 

learned. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson. Teacher will give 

improvement and reinforcement 

to the students. 

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study at 

home. 

5 Minutes 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

H. Material / Source 

1. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

2. Source 

 English book 

 Narrative text 

 Internet 

3. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  :  Answer question 

 Instrument :  

The Lion and the Mouse 

Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down 

upon him; this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him, and 

open his big jaws to swallow him. “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, 

“Forgive me this time, I shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a 

good turn some of these days,”  

 The lion was so tickled at the idea of the mouse being able to help him. 

Then, he lifted up his paw and let him go.  

Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who wanted 

to carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search of a 

wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see 



 

 
 

the sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. Soon after the little 

mouse had finished gnawing away the ropes, he asked the lion to run away.  

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. What is the best title of the text?  

 

2. What is the moral value of the text?  

3. What is the paragraph three mainly tell us?  

4. What did the title mouse do to prove his words?  

5. What is the second paragraph called?  

 

 Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items 
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LESSON PLAN 

CONTROL CLASS 

 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan  

Subject   : English  

Class/Semester : VIII-3/1  

Language Skills  : Reading  

Topic   : Cinderella  

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Comptence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To respond the meaning in the essay that uses various written text 

accurately, fluently, and appropriately in daily live context and access 

knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

1. To identify the social function of narrative text. 

2. To identify the specific information of narrative text. 

3. To identify content of narrative text. 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

1. Students are able to identify the social function of narrative text. 



 

 
 

2. Students are able to identify the specific information of narrative text. 

3. Students are able to identify content of narrative text. 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it 

tries to find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To amuse or to entertain the reader with a story. 

Generic Structure : 

1.Orientation : Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is involved to the story. 

For example : Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. 

She lived with her step mother abd two step sisters. 

2.Complication : Tells the beginning of the problems which leads to the 

crisis of the main participants. 

For example : One day, the two step sisters received an invitation to the 

ball that the king‟s son was going to give at the place. They were excited about 

this and spent so much time choosing the dresss they would wear. At last, the 

day of the ball came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help 

crying after they had left.  

3.Resolution : The problem is resolved, either in a happy ending or in a 

sad ( tragic ) ending.  

For example : Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a 

fine coach and mice into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped 

Cinderella‟s raged dress with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. 



 

 
 

Then she gave her a pair of pretty glass slippers. Now, Cinderella, she said : 

You must leave before midnight. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach. 

4. Re-orientation : Closing remark to the story and it is optional. It is consist 

of a moral lesson, advice or teaching from the writer. 

For example : Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s son was 

overjoyed to see her again. They were married and live happily ever after. 

 Language Feature 

1. Using part action verb 

Example : climbed, turned, brought, etc.  

2. Using specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

Example : The king, the queen, etc. 

3. Using adjectives which are for noun phrase. 

Example : long black hair, two red apples, etc.  

4. Using time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events. 

Example : Then, before, after, soon, etc. 

5. Using adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events. 

Example : Here, in the mountain, ever after, etc. 

6. Using dialogue to elicit an emotional response from the reader. 

7. Using past tense. 

8. Using of variety of simple, compound and complex sentences.  

 

F. Teaching Method 

Conventional Method 

 



 

 
 

G. Teaching Learning Activities 

No.nnNNNo. Activity Time 

1.11111111. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How 

are you? What is your feeling 

today?” 

 Teacher asks the class monitor 

to lead the prayer. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance by asking: Who is 

absent today? Where is she/he? 

 Teacher explanations about 

what the class is going to do in 

the meeting. 

5 Minutes 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will give text to the 

students. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

read the text. 

 Teacher will explain about the 

reading passage and will ask 

the students to listen carefully, 

because they have to be able to 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

comprehend the text. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

translate the passage and will 

answer the question. 

 Teacher will ask students to 

find out the difficult words and 

will answer the question from 

the text. 

 Teacher will students to give 

his answer and other students 

will check the answer.  

 Teacher will try to close the 

students were asked to mention 

vocabulary and will try to find 

out some difficult words. The 

function is to know how far the 

students comprehend the text. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson.  

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study at 

home. 

5 Minutes 

 



 

 
 

H. Material / Source 

1. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

2. Source 

 English Book 

 Narrative Text 

 Internet 

3. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  : Answer question 

 Instrument :  

Cinderella 

Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived with her step 

mother and two step sisters.  

The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They treated 

Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest works in 

the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and preparing the 

food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not work about the 

house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear.  

One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the king‟s 

son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent so 

much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 



 

 
 

came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 

had left.  

“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her fairy 

godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” said 

Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, „you‟ve been such a cheerful, 

hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 

ball”.  

Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and mice 

into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged dress 

with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a pair of 

pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 

midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach.  

Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and again 

with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran toward the 

door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was left behind. 

A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl whose feet 

fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was too small for 

them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, the king‟s 

page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the page slipped 

the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s 

son was overjoyed to see her again. They were married and live happily ever after.  

 

 

 



 

 
 

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. With whom did Cinderella live?  

2. Who did invite all of the girls in the kingdom for a ball in the castle?  

3. Why did Cinderella feel sad and begin to cry?  

4. Who did help Cinderella go to the ball?  

5. With whom did the Prince finally marry?  

 

Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items 
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LESSON PLAN II 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan 

Subject  : English 

Class/ Semester : VIII-3 / 1 

Language Skill : Reading 

Topic   : Snow White  

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Comptence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To respond the meaning in the essay that uses various written text accurately, 

fluently, and appropriately in daily live context and access knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

4. To identify the social function of narrative text. 

5. To identify the specific information of narrative text. 

6. To identify content of narrative text. 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

4. Students are able to identify the social function of narrative text. 

5. Students are able to identify the specific information of narrative text. 

6. Students are able to identify content of narrative text. 

 



 

 
 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it tries to 

find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To amuse or to entertain the reader with a story. 

Generic Structure : 

5. Orientation : Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is involved to the story. 

For example : Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived 

with her step mother abd two step sisters. 

6. Complication : Tells the beginning of the problems which leads to the 

crisis of the main participants. 

For example : One day she heard her Uncle and Aunt talking about leaving 

Snow White in the castle because they both wanted to go to America and they 

didn‟t have enough money to take Snow White. 

7. Resolution : The problem (the crisis) is resolved, either in a happy ending or 

in a sad (tragic) ending.  

For example : Snow White did not want her Uncle and Aunt to do this so she 

decided it would be best if she ran away. The next morning she ran away from 

home when her Aunt and Uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the 

woods.  

8. Re-orientation : closing remark to the story and it is optional. It is consists of a 

moral lesson, advice or teaching from the writer.  

For example : Finally, Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after. 

 



 

 
 

Language Feature 

1. Using part action verb  

Examples : climbed, turned, brought, etc. 

2. Using specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

 Examples : The king, the queen, etc.  

3.Using adjectives which are for noun phrase. 

 Examples : long black hair, two red apples, etc. 

4. Using time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events. Examples : 

Then, before, after, soon, etc.  

5. Using adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events. Examples : 

Here, in the mountain, ever after, etc.  

6. Using dialogue to elicit an emotional response from the reader.  

7. Using past tense. 

8. Using of variety of simple, compound and complex sentences.  

 

I. Teaching Method 

Conventional Method 

J. Teaching Learning Activities 

No.nnNNNo. Activity Time 

1.11111111. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How 

are you? What is your feeling 

5 Minutes 



 

 
 

today?” 

 Teacher asks the class monitor 

to lead the prayer. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance by asking: Who is 

absent today? Where is she/he? 

 Teacher explanations about 

what the class is going to do in 

the meeting. 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will give text to the 

students. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

read the text. 

 Teacher will explain about the 

reading passage and will ask 

the students to listen carefully, 

because they have to be able to 

comprehend the text. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

translate the passage and will 

answer the question. 

 Teacher will ask students to 

find out the difficult words and 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

will answer the question from 

the text. 

 Teacher will students to give 

his answer and other students 

will check the answer.  

 Teacher will try to close the 

students were asked to mention 

vocabulary and will try to find 

out some difficult words. The 

function is to know how far the 

students comprehend the text. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson.  

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study at 

home. 

6 Minutes 

 

F. Material / Source 

4. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

 



 

 
 

5. Source 

 English book 

 Narrative text 

 Internet 

 

6. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  :  Answer question 

 Instrument 

Snow White 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Snow White. She lived 

with her Aunt and Uncle because her parents were dead. One day she heard her 

Uncle and Aunt talking about leaving Snow White in the castle because they both 

wanted to go to America and they didn‟t have enough money to take Snow White.  

Snow White did not want her Uncle and Aunt to do this so she decided it 

would be best if she ran away. The next morning she ran away from home when 

her Aunt and Uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the woods.  

Then she saw this little cottage. She knocked but no one answered so she 

went inside and fell asleep. Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were coming home from 

work. They went inside. There they found Snow White sleeping. Then Snow 

White woke up. She saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said, “What is your name?” 

Snow White said, “My name is Snow White.”  



 

 
 

Then, Snow White told the dwarfs the whole story. The dwarfs said, “If 

you want, you may live here with us.‟‟ Snow White answered, “Oh could I? 

Thank  you.” Finally, Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after.  

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. What type of the text is used by writer?  

2. Why Snow White ran away to the woods?  

3. When did Snow White run away to the woods?  

4. Where did Snow White live after she ran away to the woods?  

5. What is the purpose of this text ? 

 

 Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items 
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LESSON PLAN III 

School   : MTS Ponpes Darul Quran Medan 

Subject  : English 

Class/ Semester : VIII-3 / 1 

Language Skill : Reading 

Topic   : The Lion and The Mouse  

Time Allocation : 2x40 Minutes 

 

A. Competence Standard 

To understand the meaning of short narrative text in daily live context and 

access knowledge.  

B. Basic Competence 

To respond the meaning in the essay that uses various written text 

accurately, fluently, and appropriately in daily live context and access knowledge. 

C. Indicator 

4. To identify the social function of narrative text. 

5. To identify the specific information of narrative text. 

6. To identify content of narrative text. 

D. Teaching Objectives 

At the end of the learning process, it is hopped that:  

4. Students are able to identify the social function of narrative text. 

5. Students are able to identify the specific information of narrative text. 

6. Students are able to identify content of narrative text. 

 



 

 
 

E. Teaching Material 

Narrative Text : A story with complication or problematic events and it tries to 

find the resolutions to solve the problems. 

Social Function : To amuse or to entertain the reader with a story. 

Generic Structure : 

5. Orientation: Where and when the story happened and introduces the 

participant of the story, who and what is involved to the story. 

For example : Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and 

down upon him, this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him and 

open his big jaws to swallow him. 

6. Complication: Tells the beginning of the problems which leads to the crisis of 

the main participants. 

For example : “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, “Forgive me this time, I 

shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a good turn some of these 

days”.  

7. Resolution : The problem (the crisis) is resolved, either in a happy ending or 

in a sad (tragic) ending.  

For example : Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who 

wanted to carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search 

of a wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see 

the sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. 

8. Re-orientation : closing remark to the story and it is optional. It is consists of a 

moral lesson, advice or teaching from the writer.  



 

 
 

For example : Soon after the little mouse had finished gnawing away the 

ropes, he asked the lion to run away. 

E. Language Feature 

1. Using part action verb  

Examples : climbed, turned, brought, etc. 

2. Using specific noun as pronoun of person, animal in the story. 

 Examples : The king, the queen, etc.  

3.Using adjectives which are for noun phrase. 

 Examples : long black hair, two red apples, etc. 

4. Using time connectives and conjunction to arrange the events.  

Examples : Then, before, after, soon, etc.  

5.Using adverb and adverbial phrase to show the location of events. 

 Examples : Here, in the mountain, ever after, etc.  

6. Using dialogue to elicit an emotional response from the reader.  

7. Using past tense. 

8. Using of variety of simple, compound and complex sentences. 

F. Teaching Method 

Conventional Method 

G. Teaching Learning Activities 

No.nnNNNo. Activity Time 

1.11111111. Opening Activities 

 Teacher greets the students by 

asking “Good morning? How 

are you? What is your feeling 

5 Minutes 



 

 
 

today?” 

 Teacher asks the class monitor 

to lead the prayer. 

 Teacher checks students‟ 

attendance by asking: Who is 

absent today? Where is she/he? 

 Teacher explanations about 

what the class is going to do in 

the meeting. 

2. Main Activities 

 Teacher will give text to the 

students. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

read the text. 

 Teacher will explain about the 

reading passage and will ask 

the students to listen carefully, 

because they have to be able to 

comprehend the text. 

 Teacher will ask the students to 

translate the passage and will 

answer the question. 

 Teacher will ask students to 

find out the difficult words and 

40 Minutes 



 

 
 

will answer the question from 

the text. 

 Teacher will students to give 

his answer and other students 

will check the answer.  

 Teacher will try to close the 

students were asked to mention 

vocabulary and will try to find 

out some difficult words. The 

function is to know how far the 

students comprehend the text. 

3. Closing 

 Teacher concludes the material 

of the lesson.  

 Teacher close the class and 

reminds the students to study at 

home. 

7 Minutes 

 

H. Material / Source 

4. Material 

 Cinderella 

 Snow White 

 The lion and the mouse 

5. Source 



 

 
 

 English book 

 Narrative text 

 Internet 

6. Assessment  

 Technique : Test 

 Form  :  Answer question 

 Instrument :  

The Lion and the Mouse 

Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down 

upon him; this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him, and 

open his big jaws to swallow him. “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, 

“Forgive me this time, I shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a 

good turn some of these days,”  

 The lion was so tickled at the idea of the mouse being able to help him. 

Then, he lifted up his paw and let him go.  

Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who wanted 

to carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search of a 

wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see 

the sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. Soon after the little 

mouse had finished gnawing away the ropes, he asked the lion to run away.  

Answer the question based on the text about!  

1. What is the best title of the text?  

 

2. What is the moral value of the text?  



 

 
 

3. What is the paragraph three mainly tell us?  

4. What did the title mouse do to prove his words?  

5. What is the second paragraph called?  

 

 Scoring Guide:  

S = 
 

 
  x 100  

Where :  

S = Score of the test  

R = Number of the Correct Answer  

N = Number of Test Items 
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Appendix 2   

Name : 

Class : 

Time : 45 Minutes  

PRE TEST 

Based on the text below! Choose the correct answer based on the following 

text. 

Text 1 

This text for question no 1-5 

Cinderella 

Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived with her step 

mother and two step sisters.  

The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They treated 

Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest works in 

the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and preparing the 

food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not work about the 

house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear.  

One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the king‟s 

son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent so 

much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 

came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 

had left.  

“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her fairy 

godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” said 



 

 
 

Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, „you‟ve been such a cheerful, 

hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 

ball”.  

 Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and mice 

into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged dress 

with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a pair of 

pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 

midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach.  

Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and again 

with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran toward the 

door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was left behind. 

A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl whose feet 

fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was too small for 

them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, the king‟s 

page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the page slipped 

the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s 

son was overjoyed to see her again. They were married and live happily ever after. 

 

Question and Answer 

1. With whom did Cinderella live ? 

a. Her father and her stepmother 

b. Her stepmother and her stepsister 

c. Her stepmother and her stepfather 

d. Her step mother and her two stepsisters 



 

 
 

2. Who did invite all of the girls in the kingdom for a ball in the castle ? 

a. The King‟s son 

b. The Prince 

c. The Princess 

d. The Knight 

3. Why did Cinderella feel sad and begin to cry ? 

a. Because her stepsisters angry with her 

b. Because she was invited to go to the ball and she did‟t come it 

c. Because her stepmother asked her to join the ball 

d. Because her stepsisters asked her to stay at home and do a lot of 

housework 

4. Who did help Cinderella go to the ball  

a. Fairy godmother 

b. Her price 

c. Her stepsisters 

d. The king 

5. With whom did the Price finally marry ? 

a. Cinderella‟s stepsister 

b. Cinderella 

c. Cinderella‟s stepmother 

d. Fairy godmother 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Text II  

This text for question number 6-10  

Snow White 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Snow White. She lived with 

her Aunt and Uncle because her parents were dead.  

One day she heard her Uncle and Aunt talking about leaving Snow White in 

the castle because they both wanted to go to America and they didn‟t have enough 

money to take Snow White.  

Snow White did not want her Uncle and Aunt to do this so she decided it 

would be best if she ran away. The next morning she ran away from home when 

her Aunt and Uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the woods.  

She was very tired and hungry. Then she saw this little cottage. She knocked 

but no one answered so she went inside and fell asleep.  

Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were coming home from work. They went 

inside. There they found Snow White sleeping. Then Snow White woke up. She 

saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said, “What is your name?” Snow White said, “My 

name is Snow White.”  

Then, Snow White told the dwarfs the whole story. The dwarfs said, “If you 

want, you may live here with us.‟‟ Snow White answered, “Oh could I? Thank 

you.” Finally, Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after. 

Question and Answer 

6. What type of the text is used by the writer ? 

a. Narrative  

b. Report 



 

 
 

c. Anecdote 

d. Comparative 

7. Why Snow White run away to the woods ? 

a. Her parents passed away 

b. Her uncle was angry 

c. Her uncle and aunt would go to America 

d. Snow White was happy to run away 

8. When did Snow White run away to the woods ? 

a. In the afternoon 

b. In the morning 

c. In the evening 

d. In the full moon 

9. Where did Snow White live after she run away to the woods ? 

a. She lived in the cave 

b. She lived in the lion nest 

c. She lived everywhere in the woods 

d. She lived in the dwarfs‟ cottage 

10. The communicative purpose of this text is…… 

a. To inform the readers about important and newsworthy events 

b. To entertain readers with fairy tale 

c. To share an account of an unusual event 

d. To persuade readers to accept his / her opinions 

 

 



 

 
 

TEXT III  

This text for question 10-15  

The Lion and the Mouse 

Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down upon 

him; this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him, and open his 

big jaws to swallow him. “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, “Forgive me 

this time, I shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a good turn some 

of these days,”  

The lion was so tickled at the idea of the mouse being able to help him. Then, 

he lifted up his paw and let him go.  

Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who wanted to 

carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search of a 

wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see the 

sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. Soon after the little 

mouse had finished gnawing away the ropes, he asked the lion to run away. 

Question and Answer  

11. What is the best title of the text ?  

a. Lion and Mouse 

b. The little mouse 

c. The lion and the mouse 

d. The little lion  

12. What is the moral value of the text ? 

a. Don‟t look at someone because of his clothes  



 

 
 

b. It is best fir prepare for the days of necessity 

c. Common people may prove great ones 

d. United we stand , divided we fall  

13. Paragraph three mainly tells us that…… 

a. The little mouse asked for forgiveness 

b. The hunters carried the lion alive to the king  

c. The lion was tied to a tree by the hunters  

d. The little mouse could prove that he could help the lion  

14. What did the little mouse do to prove his words ? 

a. He would never forget the lion 

b. He tried hard to help the lion free 

c. He run up and dlown upon the lion 

d. He asked for apology to the King of the best  

15. The second paragraph is called…. 

a. Orientation  

b. Complication  

c. Resolution 

d. Identification 

 

Essay: Read the Above Text and Answer the Questions! 

1. With whom did Snow White live? 

2. What made the lion woke up from his sleep? 

3. Why Snow White ran away to the woods? 

4. What the mouse said the lion after rescuing him from the hunter‟s trap? 



 

 
 

5. Who helped the lion from the trap of some hunters? 

6. What the fairy godmother said to Cinderella after giving a beautiful pair of 

glass slippers to Cinderella? 

7. What did the King‟s son feel after seeing Cinderella again? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 3 

Name : 

Class : 

Time : 45 Minutes 

POST TEST 

Based on the text below! Choose the correct answer based on the following 

text 

Text 1 

This text for question 1-5 

 

The Lion and the Mouse 

Once when a lion was asleep, a little mouse began running up and down upon 

him; this soon awoke the lion, who placed his huge paw upon him, and open his 

big jaws to swallow him. “Pardon, O king,” cried the little mouse, “Forgive me 

this time, I shall never forget it; perhaps I may be able to do you a good turn some 

of these days,”  

 The lion was so tickled at the idea of the mouse being able to help him. Then, 

he lifted up his paw and let him go.  

Sometimes after, the lion was caught in a trap. Some hunters, who wanted to 

carry him alive to the King, tied him to a tree while they went in search of a 

wagon to carry him in. Just then, the little mouse happened to pass by the see the 

sad plight in which the lion was. The little mouse went up to him and soon 

gnawed away the ropes that bounded the king of the beasts. Soon after the little 

mouse had finished gnawing away the ropes, he asked the lion to run away. 



 

 
 

Question and Answer 

1. The second paragraph is called……. 

a. Orientation 

b. Complication 

c. Resolution 

d. Identification 

2. What is the best title of the text ? 

a. Lion and Mouse 

b. The little Mouse 

c. The Lion and the Mouse 

d. The little Lion 

3. Paragraph three mainly tells us that…… 

a. The little mouse asked for forgiveness 

b. The hunters carried the lion alive to the king 

c. The lion was tied to a tree by the hunters 

d. The little mouse could prove that he could help the lion 

4. What is the moral value of the text ? 

a. Don‟t look at someone because of his clothes  

b. It is best for prepare for the days of necessity 

c. Common people may prove great ones 

d. United was stand divided we fall 

5. What did the little mouse do to prove his words ? 

a. He would never forget the lion 

b. He tried hard to help the lion free 



 

 
 

c. He ran up and down upon the lion 

d. He asked for apology to the king of the best 

 

Text II  

This text for question No.6-10  

Cinderella 

Upon a time, there was a young girl named Cinderella. She lived with her step 

mother and two step sisters.  

The step mother and sisters were conceited and bad tempered. They treated 

Cinderella very badly. Her step mother made Cinderella do the hardest works in 

the house; such as scrubbing the floor, cleaning the pot and pan and preparing the 

food for the family. The two step sisters, on the other hand, did not work about the 

house. Their mother gave them many handsome dresses to wear.  

One day, the two step sister received an invitation to the ball that the king‟s 

son was going to give at the palace. They were excited about this and spent so 

much time choosing the dresses they would wear. At last, the day of the ball 

came, and away went the sisters to it. Cinderella could not help crying after they 

had left.  

“Why are crying, Cinderella?” a voice asked. She looked up and saw her fairy 

godmother standing beside her, “because I want so much to go to the ball” said 

Cinderella. “Well” said the godmother, „you‟ve been such a cheerful, 

hardworking, uncomplaining girl that I am going to see that you do go to the 

ball”.  



 

 
 

Magically, the fairy godmother changed a pumpkin into a fine coach and mice 

into a coachman and two footmen. Her godmother tapped Cinderella‟s raged dress 

with her wand, and it became a beautiful ball gown. Then she gave her a pair of 

pretty glass slippers. “Now, Cinderella”, she said; “You must leave before 

midnight”. Then away she drove in her beautiful coach.  

Cinderella was having a wonderfully good time. She danced again and again 

with the king‟s son. Suddenly the clock began to strike twelve, she ran toward the 

door as quickly as she could. In her hurry, one of her glass slipper was left behind. 

A few days later, the king‟ son proclaimed that he would marry the girl whose feet 

fitted the glass slipper. Her step sisters tried on the slipper but it was too small for 

them, no matter how hard they squeezed their toes into it. In the end, the king‟s 

page let Cinderella try on the slipper. She stuck out her foot and the page slipped 

the slipper on. It fitted perfectly. Finally, she was driven to the palace. The king‟s 

son was overjoyed to see her again. They were married and live happily ever 

after..  

Question and Answer  

6. With whom did the price finally marry ? 

a. Cinderella‟s stepsister 

b. Cinderella 

c. Cinderella 

d. Fairy godmother 

7. With whom did Cinderella live ? 

a. Her father and her stepmother 

b. Her stepmother and her stepsister 



 

 
 

c. Her stepmother and her stepfather 

d. Her step mother and her two stepsisters 

8. Who did invite all of the girls in the kingdom for a ball in the castle ? 

a. The King‟s son 

b. The Prince 

c. The Princess 

d. The Knight 

9. Why did Cinderella feel sad and begin to cry ? 

a. Because her stepsisters angry with her 

b. Because she was invited to go to the ball and she did‟t come it 

c. Because her stepmother asked her to join the ball 

d. Because her stepsisters asked her to stay at home and do a lot of 

housework 

10. Who did help Cinderella go to the ball  

a. Fairy godmother 

b. Her price 

c. Her stepsisters 

d. The king 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

TEXT III  

This text for question number 10-15 

Snow White 

Once upon a time there lived a little girl named Snow White. She lived with 

her Aunt and Uncle because her parents were dead.  

One day she heard her Uncle and Aunt talking about leaving Snow White in 

the castle because they both wanted to go to America and they didn‟t have enough 

money to take Snow White.  

Snow White did not want her Uncle and Aunt to do this so she decided it 

would be best if she ran away. The next morning she ran away from home when 

her Aunt and Uncle were having breakfast. She ran away into the woods.  

She was very tired and hungry. Then she saw this little cottage. She knocked 

but no one answered so she went inside and fell asleep.  

Meanwhile, the seven dwarfs were coming home from work. They went 

inside. There they found Snow White sleeping. Then Snow White woke up. She 

saw the dwarfs. The dwarfs said, “What is your name?” Snow White said, “My 

name is Snow White.”  

Then, Snow White told the dwarfs the whole story. The dwarfs said, “If you 

want, you may live here with us.‟‟ Snow White answered, “Oh could I? Thank 

you.” Finally, Snow White and the seven dwarfs lived happily ever after. 

Question and Answer 

11. The communicative purpose of this text is…. 

a. To inform the readers about important and newsworthy events 

b. To entertain readers with fairy tale 



 

 
 

c. To share an account of an unusual event 

d. To persuade readers to accept his / her opinions 

12. What type of the text is used by the writer ? 

a. Narrative  

b. Report 

c. Anecdote 

d. Comparative 

13. When did Snow White run away to the woods ? 

a. In the afternoon 

b. In the morning 

c. In the evening 

d. In the full moon 

14. Where did Snow White live after she ran away to the woods ? 

a. She lived in the cave 

b. She lived in the lion nest 

c. She lived everywhere in the woods 

d. She lived in the dwarf‟s cottage  

15. Why Snow White run away to the woods ? 

a. Her parents passed away  

b. Her uncle was angry  

c. Her uncle and aunt would go to America 

d. Snow White was happy to run away 

 

 



 

 
 

Essay: Read the Above Text and Answer the Question! 

1. With whom did Snow White live? 

2. What made the lion woke up from his sleep? 

3. Why Snow White ran away to the woods ? 

4. What the mouse said to the lion after rescuing him from the hunter‟s trap? 

5. Who helped the lion from the trap of some hunters? 

6. What the fairy godmother said to Cinderella after giving a beautiful pair of 

glass slippers to Cinderella? 

7. What did the King‟s son feel after seeing Cinderella again? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 5 

THE STUDENTS’ INITIAL NAME OF EXPERIMENT CLASS 

No Initial Name Gender 

1 ASDA F 

2 AM F 

3 BRH F 

4 H F 

5 HA F 

6 IZ F 

7 IZ F 

8 KHFH F 

9 LIJ F 

10 MA F 

11 M F 

12 MAA F 

13 MPS F 

14 NW F 

15 NSR F 

16 NS F 

17 NSA F 

18 NAW F 

19 RKR F 

20 SSS F 

21 SFA F 

22 SF F 

23 STY F 

24 SA F 

25 SAF F 

26 WBA F 

27 WM F 

28 WFR F 

29 ZIA F 

Total Female = 29 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 6 : 

THE STUDENTS’ INITIAL NAME OF CONTROL CLASS 

No Initial Name 

 

Gender  

1 AA M 

2 AAA M 

3 AAHS M 

4 AHA M 

5 FHR M 

6 FIN M 

7 FA M 

8 F M 

9 HRL M 

10 IMN M 

11 MA M 

12 MAR M 

13 MIF M 

14 MAFA M 

15 MZH M 

16 MRH M 

17 RAM M 

18 RTL M 

19 RFH M 

20 RA M 

21 SYR M 

22 TN M 

23 TRN M 

24 WM M 

Total 
Male =  24 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 7 

THE CRITICAL VALUE LILIEFORS TEST 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Source : Sudjana. 2005. Merode Stattitika. Bandung: Trasito 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 8 

TABLE OF T DISTRIBUTION 
 

v = dk  

(Bilangan Dalam Badan Daftar Menyatakan tp) 

 

Source: Sudjana. 2005. Metoda Statistika. Bandung: Tarsito 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 9 

DOCUMENTATION 

The process of teaching in experimental class 

   

 

 



 

 
 

The Process of Teaching Activity in the Control Class 

 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 10 

LETTER OF RESPONSE 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 11 STUDENT WORKSHEET  

Experiment Class  

 



 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
 

Control Class 

 

 



 

 
 

APPENDIX 12  CURRICULUM VITAE OF RESEARCHER  

 

  CURRICULUM  VITAE OF RESEARCHER 

 

A. Personal Details 

Name   : Omivia Mada 

Addres   : DesaAlur Langsat, Kec Tanoh Alas,Kabuapaten  

   Aceh Tenggara. 

Phone   : - 

Place &Date of Birth  : Terutung Payung, 23 Juni 1997 

Religion   : Islam 

Nationality  : Indonesia  

Gender    : Female 

 

B. Education Details  

SDN Lawe Dua     :2003-2009 

MTSN Engkeran      :2009-2012 

MAS PonPes Ar-Raudhatul Hasanah Medan  :2012-2016 

Universitas Islam Negeri Sumatera Utara  :2016-2020 

 

C. Computer Skills 

Misrosoft word, Microsoft Exel, Microsoft Power point.  

 

 

   


